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M

y friends and I are working
out our plans for the trip out
to Oregon for MG 2013. We’re
going to take the opportunity to head
north to areas we have never been to
before – Mt. Rushmore, Devil’s Tower
in Wyoming, and then onto Montana,
Idaho, and Washington – I’m getting
very excited! In the past, I would get
very nervous and apprehensive about
making a trip like that, but Zelda Davis
has put me in my place by not only
driving further than that, but tackling
it on her own so I can’t really allow
myself to fret about it too much.

Robert Rushing
Editor
MGB Driver

Minnesota MG Group
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From the Secretary

Chairman’s Chat

A

Bruce Wyckoff
Secretary
NAMGBR

Richard Liddick
Chairman
NAMGBR

nother summer is fast approving
and top down weather is here!
Hopefully, you have your MG
ready for some fun on the road and
will be making it out the some of the
many events taking place across the
country.
Speaking of which, MG 2013 is
right around the corner this July, 1721, in Corvallis, Oregon. Registration
is still open and you can do it easily
on line, by going to www.mg-2013.
com, this is our 22nd annual NAMGBR
Convention and as with the previous
21 conventions, I am willing to bet
that a good time will be had by all. The
members of the Willamette MG Club
have gone all out to make MG 2013 the
place to “B” this summer.
Moving on, this is my last year as
Chairman, with my term ending in
October, if you have ever had a desire
to run for a leadership role in this organization, now is the time to get your
“Letter of Intent” submitted to both
the executive board and the editor of
the MGB Driver for publication.
For those of you not familiar with
how the club’s officers are selected, it
starts by a member in good standing
submitting a “Letter of Intent” stating
what office he or she is seeking and
outlining their qualifications for that
office. The members, thru their local
chapters, then vote for the candidates

on ballots that are mailed out at least
60 days prior to the AGM (Annual
General Meeting) which is held the
Saturday following October 22 of each
year. The ballots are counted at the
AGM and half-way thru the meeting
the new officers take their place at the
table. NAMGBR officers have term
limits and cannot serve more than
two consecutive two-year terms. This
year both the Chairman and Treasurer’s positions are up for election
or re-election, next year it will be the
Secretary and Vice Chairman.
I know I bring this up from time to
time, but we are a volunteer organization. We have no paid staff. We do pay
for professional services, like our tax
filings and magazine layout, but other
than that it is up to you, the members
to step up to the plate and keep us
functioning. I would like to thank
those of you that have in the past and
those that are currently serving in any
of registrar, coordinator, or other positions in the Register. I ask the membership to help us grow by promoting the
North American MGB Register at your
local shows, to your locals clubs that
are not chapters and with your MG
friends that are not members.
I look forward to seeing you at MG
2013.
Safety Fast!

Richard

M

Greetings All!

ay is one of the months that
are anticipated by most of the
MG owners, for it’s the month
that most have our cars on the road
and enjoying top down motoring.
I hope that all the members have his
or her car tuned and ready to go for
another great MG Driving season.
A good driving season at
NAMGBR includes getting your car
ready and mapping out your route to
MG 2013 in Corvallis, Oregon. This
event is being hosted on the campus of
Oregon State University, and promises
to be one of the better attended events
on the West Coast. There are a number
of members making the journey from
all parts of the US and Canada to attend this event. I hope to see many of
our members in Corvallis.
With many of you taking the
journey to Oregon this July, it’s a good
idea to have your copy of the Mutual
Aid Directory (MAD) tucked into your
glove box. As you read this article, the
MAD will be at the printers and will be
in the mail shortly. We are fortunate
that we have a record number of members who have indicated their willingness to help a fellow NAMGBR member who may be having car trouble in

their area.
We have also added another
chapter to the NAMGBR family.
After completing the requirements,
we would like to welcome the West
Virginia British Car Club as our latest
chapter. WVBCC is active club with
a number of events planned for 2013,
under the direction of their president,
Dan Blackwood. Watch for an article
introducing the WVBCC in a future
issue of the MGB Driver.
NAMGBR is happy to report that
we have added 50 new members to
the organization in the first quarter
of 2013. When asked how they heard
about NAMGBR, either their local club
or another member of NAMGBR referred most new members. One member went so far as to pay the first years
membership for a friend who he knew
would enjoy belonging to NAMGBR.
Now, while I don’t encourage
buying membership for others, we are
encouraged by the continued support we receive from our members.
Thanks to all of you that recommend
NAMGBR to your friends and local
club members.
See Ya in Corvallis!

Bruce

On the Covers
Front: MGs at the 2012 Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix.
Back: Britfest 2012 image reminding you that the warm

weather is time to drive and show your MG.

MG 2012 Dillard, Ga..
6
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MGB Registrar
Ken Smith
MGB, MGB LE, & 1967 MGB/GT
Special’s Registrar
Also we received the following
nice story from Andy Anderson:

Y

ou will recall the two Limited
Edition photos we ran in my last
column. Two ex-executives from
British Leyland have responded to my
request for the location of where the
photos were possibly taken. Mike Cook
says they could have been taken at Port
Hueneme, California or Halifax (Nova
Scotia?) from where the cars then went
onto Detroit. Other ports of entry included Galveston, Texas; Newark, New
Jersey; Benficia, California; Portland,
Oregon; and Jacksonville, Florida. If
any of our members living in those
areas have any information on how
MGBs entered this country would they
please let me know. We are trying to
find people who worked at Nuffield
Exports, but it’s a long shot as many of
them have passed on!
Bob Burden says that the first
picture looks like a Tri-level loading
ramp for trucks as there are no train
tracks apparent. The second appears to
be a Tri-level loading ramp for railcars.
Mike also said the 3M stripes and
California made luggage racks were installed over here in the USA at the port.
Don Hayter wrote to tell us that
quite a few MGBs were exported from
Newport in South Wales and our
ever reliable correspondent, Adrian,
in Abingdon gave us a fascinating
glimpse of the various ways the cars
left the factory However, this will have
to wait until the next issue as space
and time is at a premium on this occasion.

The Prodigal Car

In the early sixties my sole MG experience was to stuff a 265 c.i. Chevrolet
engine and a two-speed slush box into the
hulk of an MG TD. I won a lot of money
with that particular car, but we had to
win it in the first 200 yards or so, as after
that the engine went mysteriously soft.
Much, much later, we figured out the two
Carter 4-Barrels were actually sucking
the hood down and choking themselves! If
you’d ever seen the car you wouldn’t really
blame it for trying to choke itself!
Forty years later I got my first MGB,
a 1967 GT Special, – GHD3L 113938 –
from my old college roommate who got
it as a high school graduation present (I
just got a tie and a handshake!). After
30 years, he decided he could no longer
take care of it and did I want it? This was
rather odd as I took care of it most of that
time – he drove it, I wrenched it! Even
after he moved to Atlanta and I went
to Fort Worth, whenever I would visit it
was always “do you hear that noise? The

Anderson MGB/GT.
8
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Horvath Canadian MGB LE number 2.

exchange price was a dollar…..
I restored the British Racing Green
MGB/GT here in Texas and then drove it
to Miami to leave it with my father so I
would have a car when I visited with him.
When my Dad passed away, an old friend
promised to take good care of it, My friend
really fell in love with the GT because it
reminded him of his very first car – an
MGB! So I sold it to him and the price was
a dollar…
Time passes and last Christmas he
asked me if I wanted the car back. He was
now into handmade boats and his wife
wasn’t happy with reminders of his wild
life back in the sixties (Jumbo shrimp?
Military Intelligence? Wild-life MGB
owner?) So once again a dollar changed
hands… and once again I am wrenching
on this MGB/GT Special... well, mostly
trying to polish the chrome wire wheels
and prepping it for the road here in Texas!
The car was always thought to be a
“not exactly new car” a dealer demonstrator when his Mom bought it for him following graduation, but I caught up with a
mechanic who worked at the long defunct
dealership who remembered that it was
actually prepared for racing but was never
actually raced. So most of the special tuning stuff was removed and it was sold as a
“demonstrator” at a sharp discount!
I am trying to keep the car as a survivor rather than restoring it. It still has
our old college decal on the rear window
10

and it still makes people
happy when they see it, as
I found out when you open
trailer an MGB/GT across
country you make many
new friends. As Ken says
“Everybody must have
had one (like belly buttons!) or so it appears. So
the “dollar” car lives on –
long may it survive! Andy
Anderson (andersonfilm.
com)
In our December
2012 issue, we welcomed Len and Darlene
Horvath of Chilliwack,
BC, who had just acquired Canadian Limited Edition MGB
#2. We received a nice photo of this car
and the owners, together with a copy
of the Heritage Certificate showing
the car was built on March 9, 1979,
and was then dispatched to Canada on
May 1. The Horvaths hope to make it
to MG 2013 in Corvallis.
Since, my last report two more
67 GT Specials have emerged GHD3L
113938 mentioned above, and 120973,
which is to be restored. We now have
138 “Specials” on the Register database. I would remind members once
again that registering your MGB is
vital to maintain the records of who
has what. If you have not already registered your MGB with me, then please
do so at the earliest opportunity.
Stay safe and buckle up!
New Registrations

Jon & Monique Rose - 79 MGB
Michael Akerson - 79 MGB		
Jim Lee - 78 MGB			
Tom Reardon - 74 MGB		
Robert Stutzman - 64 MGB		
Barret Burka - 80 MGB/LE		
Bob Matthews - 66 MGB		
Arthur Colwell - 67 MGB/GT		
Theodore Mack - 70 MGB		
Lee Bruns - 79 MGB		
Edward Schaller - 74 MGB		
Chuck Sullivan - 77 MGB		
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500,000th MGB Moves to Moss Motors

T

he 500,000th MGB moves from Moss Motors in Goleta, California, to Moss
Motors in Richmond, Virginia, for permanent display in their new showroom. Ken Smith will be giving us the scoop in a future issue.”

Ken
CA
WV
KS
PA
FL
MI
TX
FL
MN
OH
FL
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Letters to the Editor

Readers Ride

Article and images provided by David Krebs

D

ear Mr. Rushing,
I am enclosing a couple of photos of my 1967 MGB/GT for your
review. Please feel free to do what you
like with them.
Here is a little bit about the car:
Serial#: GHD 3L 130176
Purchased by me in Fayetteville, AR in
October 2000
Driven to Annapolis upon purchase.
(with a repair stop @ Ronnie McLeod’s

near Little Rock!)
Original color: Pale Primrose
Current color: Tartan Red
Fully restored: body, interior, and all
mechanicals.
Stock engine, with 3 synchro overdrive. (Type D)
Britax ragtop sunroof.
Thanks for your efforts on behalf of
the breed.
— David Krebs, Annapolis, MD

At the Rocks, Maryland; Best in Show! Award presented to David Krebs (R) by Richard Liddick.
12
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It was very nice to see an article on
the installation of air conditioning in an
MGB. A/C is a terrific addition especially
to a GT making it truly an all-season car.
Because of that Willamette MG club has
made air conditioning the MGB one of the
tech sessions for MG 2013.
Moss Motors has generously donated
a deeply discounted A/C unit which will
be installed by British Auto Works, a Portland area shop. The installers will have
the car on display and will be available to
answer questions. In addition Jon Delucia
from Nostalgic Air Parts is presenting a
workshop on automotive air conditioning
and one of his technicians will be installing an air conditioning unit in another
GT. Attendees will have the opportunity
to keep an eye on the installation as it
progresses and be able to see the completed
installations as part of the tech session.
The bottom line here is that if members have been considering air conditioning for their MGB. A great place to get
questions answered will be at MG 2013 in
Oregon. —Gene Nunn
Chancellor, Willamette MG Club
I can’t wait to see how it does!
Hello Robert!
In the MGB50 article by the Scarpuccis, of the Peachtree MG Register,
they commented that “the cars were not
organized in any particular layout,” and
that they could not find the display of 50
cars, one from each year. They went on to
say that “To be honest, they should have
hired the Peachtree Registry to organize
the event. They further stated that “MG
2012 at Dillard was more fun.” With all
due respect, I think these comments do a
disservice to the organizers of MGB50. I
was present at this event and enjoyed it
immensely.
It may well be that the Scarpuccis expected an event modeled after NAMGBR
Conventions, or local meets. This is was
not, nor was it intended to be. Imagine the
task of having over 2,500 vehicles con-

verge on the site in the opening hours. As
vehicles entered, they were efficiently directed to the parking area. To have delayed
parking by trying to separate these MGs
by sub-categories would have caused unimaginable delays and “spillbacks” onto
the roads, and required great numbers of
additional marshals. An efficient job as
possible was done placing all the MGs on
the field in a timely manner.
Finding the display of 50 MGs, one
from each year, was not hard. I found it
myself, on the adjacent path leading to
Blenheim Palace. Regardless, there were
MGOC and MGCC tents, and thousands
of enthusiasts, who would gladly direct
attendees to the location of the 50 MG
Display. The writers said that, due to the
downpour, they took refuge at about noon
in Blenheim Palace. Too bad, because they
missed many opportunities to interact
with the many vendors and enthusiasts
who dressed for the wet, not to mention
having a slice of the MGB 50th Birthday
cake initially cut by none other than Don
Hayter!
This was an epic event involving
great cooperation between England’s two
great MG organizations, the MG Car Club
and the MG Owners Club. I had the opportunity to meet face to face with many
people whom I have dealt over the years, to
name a few: Roger Parker, Technical Advisor of the MGOC, Richard Ladds, MGOC
“Enjoying MG” Editor, John Hoyle, of
Hoyle Engineering (making a wonderful MGB front suspension conversion),
Frontline Developments owner Tim Fenna
, Clive Wheatley, an expert in MGBV8s,
both factory models and conversions,
Julian White, General Manager of the
MGCC, and Peter Gamble, of Hi-Gear
Engineering. Meeting these key people of
the MG community would not have been
possible for me other than at this event.
I am sure that the Dillard 2012
NAMGBR was a very well organized
event, along the lines of what is expected
at a NAMGBR Convention. However,
MG50 was a one day event following an
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entirely differguishing those
colors too, but
ent format. (Alnow that you
though plenty of
mention it,
fine English ale
Pageant Blue is
was available
a bit brighter…
at the concession trailers!)
Robert,
Most people
Re: Frank
“Kept calm and
Rygh in Norway,
carried on,”
I’ve sent you
in spite of the
some pictures of
rain. The Brits
the MG garage
provided a fine
on Washingexample and,
ton Street, in
in my opinion,
Claremont, New
made MG50
Hampshire. By
the best MG
the way, I am
event (weather
third owner of the
notwithstand1974 MGB can
ing) that I have Garage in Clairmont, New Hampshire sent by Frank Rygh.
be seen in Jan /
ever attended!
Feb. 2012 page 15 MGB Driver.
Kind Regards, —Bob Sherman
—Dan Donovan
P.S. I just sent in my renewal so am
not really “expired!”
Thanks Dan!
I’m jealous of everyone who got
to attend! Truly a historic event!
Robert,
I just got home for the weekend and
found the latest MGB Driver in the mailbox. Sorry to be a stick in the mud but I
have to break the news to Mark J. Bonsnam that although I am thrilled that he
loves his MG so much and has been enjoying it along with his restoration projects,
his car is not Tahiti Blue, but Pageant
Blue. Tahiti Blue was not offered in 1978
and the bright blue color offered that year
was changed to a brighter Pageant Blue.
The pictures provided in the article also reveal that the color is indeed Pageant Blue
as Tahiti Blue is a little more ‘subdued’, in
addition, Tahiti Blue would have had an
Autumn Leaf interior while the pictures
show that his car has the Beige interior.
I do not mean to be so picky, but Pageant
Blue has a special place in my MG heart
as my 78 Pageant Blue B was the car that
got me back in the MG world and was my
favorite driver until its untimely demise a
few years back. —Bob Gloyd
NAMGBR Concours Coordinator

Dear Robert,
I think it would be sad to change the
name of MGB Driver or NAMGBR. MGB
people are the vast majority of NAMGBR
and should be recognized in the name of
their organization and magazine. Some
years ago, the folks of NAMGBR welcomed
me and embraced my cars although I
didn’t have a B – my three were 1100s. I
was told MG 1100s are included in their
fold because there aren’t enough of us to
have a real organization. Is that nice, or
what? I certainly wouldn’t want to take
the B out of their name because they have
accepted my cars.
When MG 2005 came to my town,
Olympia Washington, I took my two MGs
which were placed in front of the display
and given beautiful trophies even though
they were the only ones there. When registering I apologized to the man because my
Vanden Plas Princess 1100 was ailing in
the shop. I said, “Well, it isn’t an MG anyway.” Quick as anything he said, “They’re
ALL MGs!” That kind of niceness should
not be rewarded by taking the B out of
our organization and magazine’s name.
Sincerely, —Herberta Gray

I always have trouble distin14
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100K Registrar
Jai Deagan
100K Registrar
NAMGBR

The mounting kit I purchased, shown here
with the removable suction cup.

W

e all like to get in our cars and
just take a drive. It might be to
get ice cream, it might be to drop
by and see old friends or it might be to
see some roads we haven’t seen before.
In some cases, we have a destination in
The 1-inch rubber coated ball
mind and need or want to get there with
minimum adventure, in these
cases a map or perhaps even a
GPS is can be useful.
There are many different makes
and models of GPSs available.
Your wants and needs can
determine which particular unit
is best for you. The purpose of
this article is to show how one
particular unit was mounted in
my MGB.
For a number of different reasons
my choice for a GPS unit was the
Garmin dezl 560 LMT. I use this
unit in several vehicles, but the
MG posed some challenges. Most
units come with several different ways to mount or display
the unit in your vehicle. In most
cases, the unit can rest on top of
the dashboard and allow for a
good view of the screen and not
block much of your vision out
of the windscreen. The MG does
not have a lot of room on top of
the dashboard and with the top
Screws and spacers sourced from a local hardware
up it has a limited amount of
store.
view through the windscreen.
MGB Driver • May / June 2013
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Placing the unit lower in the car meant
having to look down and away from
the road to view the screen.
Looking at other potential mounting
areas, I noticed there are two screws
that hold the review mirror to the
windscreen frame. I began looking
for a mounting system that could use
these as a mounting point. My search
led me to GPS City and their Ram
Mount section. There were several
things that impacted on the hardware
choices to mount the GPS. Not having the GPS block the view out of the
windscreen, being able to put the top
down without removing the unit, and
being able to move the unit from the
MG to another vehicle with minimum effort were considerations when
choosing the parts for this project.
The RAM Mount system has several

hundred different pieces that can be
used to mount a variety of different
electronic or other items to your car,
boat, motorcycle or etc. The common part among the various parts is
the 1-inch rubber coated ball on the
various parts. You find the mounting
plate you need and attach it to the
other needed parts using an adjustable arm. This allows for an almost
infinite number of ways to get what
you need and to adjust it after you
find the parts.
I began with a RAM Mount Diamond
Plate with 1-inch Ball RAM-B-238U.
The holes on this base fit the width
on the rearview mirror screw holes.
Longer screws and spacers were found
at the local hardware store.
Next, I needed to find a mount for the
GPS unit. In reviewing my choices I
found a package deal that would be
useful in the MG and in other vehicles
as well. The RAM Mount B-166-GA43U
seemed to fit all of the requirements. It
came with a cradle for the GPS unit, a
diamond ball mount, a short connecting arm, and a suction mount that
while not used in the MG, would be
useful in other vehicles.
Once assembled the various pieces
and parts worked very nicely, were
out of the way and proved themselves
on several long trips. There are many
different choices for units, mounts,
and places to purchase either. A quick
search on the internet would be helpful to those undertaking a similar
project. Remember, if you drive it,
you’ll have fun!

The completed unit mounted in the car.

As you can see it is out of the way and
doesn’t touch the top.

Here the ball is mounted to the rearview
mirror.

16
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MGB Slot Cars
Ladies & Gentlemen, Start Your Engines

Article and images provided by
John Hunt, MG Club of Northern California

S

ome of you may remember going
to the Englander Pub early before
our monthly meeting to duck
into the slot car racing store and track
across the street.
I’ll be the first to admit, it was
fun. One is never too old for slot cars.
Contrary to what others may say, it
does take a bit of skill, concentration
and luck to win. As much fun as it
was driving classic stock car models
or Indy cars around the shop’s track,
there was something lacking. Namely, once a British car guy, always a
British car guy.
In honor of MGB’s 50th Anniversary, 1962-2012,Scalextric the manufacturer of slot cars, tracks and accessories is planning on producing a special
MGB to help celebrate this unique
event. To find out more, go to there
website: www.scalextric.com and click
on the menu that says, Shop, then
click cars and next a screen of cars will
appear. You want to click on classics
to find the MGB on page two. It’s a
limited edition of 3,500 models and
it’s not released yet. It will be a copy
of “Old Faithful.” Here’s how the car is
described on their website, “tribute to

the class win at the 1966 Targa Florio
road race for the works MGB roadster,
registration GRX 307D, known as
‘Old Faithful’ – because it never failed.
Driven by Timo Makinen and John
Rhodes, the MGB finished 1st in the
1600cc class and 9th overall, with only
the likes of Ferrari and Porsche ahead.”
They are also planning on releasing
a copy of a Jim Adams, Merle Brennan and Frank Morell 1964 Sebring
model. We saw the original at Laguna
Seca a few years ago. Keep in mind,
Scalextric said they reserve the right
to change or modify what B it is until
production. So, it may change.
Naturally, there’s nothing cooler
than the B. Of course, it’s also a great
way to build a collection of your dream
vintage cars. For me, they include
1966 Morris Mini, 1970 Ford GT 40
Mark II Sebring Special (ok, it’s not
British. But, there’s always an exception to the rule), 1957 Jaguar D-type,
1968 Lotus Cosworth.
Take a few minutes and check out
the website. Buy a track and a few cars,
if not for you, for your kids or your
grand kids and fellow MG friends.
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BMTA Conference

Group photo of BMTA members in front of Moss Motors distribution warehouse.

Article by Robert Rushing
Photos by Charles de Bourbon
for the MGB Driver.

T

he 2013 British Motor Trade
Association annual conference took place in Richmond,
Virginia on the weekend of February
28 through March 3. The theme of
this conference was “Taking It to the
Streets” with discussions on how shops
can work with clubs to help promote

the hobby and on new ways to expand
business opportunities. There were
also breakout sessions on using Shop
Management Software and on Product
Liability Considerations.
As usual, a large part of the conference is to visit members’ shops or
businesses in the area to help spread
ideas and best practices. Participating
this year were Mercer & Woodson and
UK Motorsports who opened their

Inside Moss Motors warehouse, part of a tour of their facility.
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attention to the ZDDP level in
oil, but also the detergent levels.
High levels of detergent in oils
can keep ZDDP from working
effectively with older engines
so even if you add ZDDP to
modern oil, it won’t help. Luckily, several oil companies are
coming out with new formulas
designed for older engines.
In the Modern Fuels presentation, the effects of ethanol
on older fuel systems – especially on cars that are stored for
long periods of time – were discussed. Some of the recommendations made were to look for
fuels with minimal amounts
of ethanol or, even better, no
ethanol. If you live in an area
where that is not possible, there
are ways to order fuel in small
quantities to be shipped to
OIL; Robert Clark, of Holland, Michagan, questions Lake
Speed Jr. from Driven Racing Oil, with Michael Engard , red you. While very expensive, if
you have a vehicle that is for
shirt, of Ragtops and Roadsters, Perkasie, Pa., listens in.
display only or drives less than
shops for attendees on Thursday. Moss
100 miles a year, this is a good option
Motors opened up their East Coast
in order to prevent damage.
warehouse and shipping facility on
Two fun activities during the
Saturday with a full tour of their carpet conference were the visits to Wally
and interior manufacturing shop, their Groom’s personal garage (imagine
massive parts distribution center, as
the best personal garage you’ve ever
well as their newly completed showseen and then triple it) and the closing
room floor where several historically
dinner at the Keystone Tractor Works
significant cars are on loan for display.
Museum where there were hundreds of
Two important discussions that
farm tractors on display.
took place during the conference were
Next year’s BMTA conference will
Modern Oils in Vintage Engines and
be held in San Francisco and the 2015
Modern Fuels in Vintage Systems. In
conference will be held in Lenexa,
the Modern Oils discussion, it was
Kansas.
noted that not only do you need to pay

Part of the Keystone Tractor Works Museum. The evening dinner was held in another great hall.
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A Real Head Case
By Jim Lunson
MG Car Club-Washington DC Centre

I

had an interesting experience last
spring regarding the engine head
on my MG. It all began in June
when Ann and I drove down to the
MGB national convention in Dillard,
Georgia. Dillard is located in the far
northeast corner of Georgia, about ten
miles from the junction of the state
lines of Georgia, North Carolina, and
South Carolina. This is pretty mountainous territory with the mountains
of western North Carolina some of the
highest in the east.
Our first day out was uneventful
as we covered mostly flat country into
North Carolina. I always check the
fluid levels each morning before starting out and on day two, everything
was fine. We spent the second day in
some pretty tall mountains including
a stint on the Blue Ridge Parkway, stopping south of Asheville. The motor ran
fine; plenty of power considering the
car was packed to the gills, including even the luggage rack, and did
not overheat. I checked the
fluid levels at the start
of the third day and
bingo – the coolant was completely
drained from my
coolant recovery tank
and out of sight in the
radiator. I added some
water to fill it back
up and found it took
about 1 1/2 pints to top
it off. I looked all around
and found no trace of any
leaks; no wet spots around the engine
or on the ground, and no tell-tale
white streaks anywhere. We took off
again and made it to Dillard (actually in Highlands, NC, about twelve
miles north of Dillard) with no further
trouble that day. Next morning, my
check showed the level was down

again and it took another 1 1/2 pints to
top it off again.
We drove over to Dillard and back
several times during the convention.
It was interesting in that Highlands is
at elevation 4,100 ft. while Dillard is at
2,100 ft. (12 miles apart). This meant
the trip over was all downhill and the
return all uphill. In constantly monitoring the fluid level, it seems that it
was the uphill driving that seemed to
burn up the coolant level
while the downhill
did not affect it. With
no trace of leaks, it became clear that there
must be an internal
leak between the coolant chambers and the
cylinders somewhere
in the engine head. I
got a gallon of 50/50%
antifreeze mix and
keep adding as necessary. This was the norm
every morning for the
rest of the journey, but we got
home fine with no problems at all.
Once home, I decided the first
step to remedy the problem was to
re-torque the head bolts in case some
had come loose and the head had risen
just slightly from the block. I hoped
that by pulling it back down tight,
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I could solve any internal leak. This
is where my trouble really began. At
each stud, I loosened the nut and then
carefully retightened it to the torque
setting on my torque wrench. Then,
on one of the bolts, as I tightened it,
but before reaching the top torque
setting, pow, the stud snapped off and
the nut and top part of the stud came
out. This happened on one of the long
studs that also serves to hold down the
pedestal for the valve rockers. I was in
big trouble. The valves were now way
out of adjustment as the rocker shaft
rose up without any restraint to keep it
tight and there was no way to get the
bottom of the stud out of the block to
put another one in it. The only solution was to remove the head, get the
stud out and then replace everything
and tighten it all up again.
To remove the head requires
disconnecting the intake manifold
and the exhaust manifold. To get to
the bolts to release these, the carburetors have to be removed. I also had to
remove the heater valve and its hose
attachment as well as all the rocker
and valve assembly on top so the push
rods can be lifted out. After review-
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ing all this, I decided to surrender to
my mechanic who could do this work
faster (it was the peak of the driving
season) and get it all back properly.
As he got into it, everything
came off as planned and was saved for
replacement. However, here, a new
problem arose, as after disconnecting
all the above apparatus and taking
off all the head nuts, the head would
not release from the block below. An
investigation here revealed that two of
the studs that go through the head and
into the block would not unscrew. The
others were double-nutted and backed
out easily. No amount of torque would
get these two to unscrew and there was
a danger of snapping more of them off
as I had done the one earlier. Finally,
after much struggling, one came loose.
Now the head could be rotated about
the one still stuck. The head would
not go completely around as it hit several things, but after much back and
forth, it suddenly popped loose and
the head was finally free of the car.
Of course, during this operation, the
head which weighs about 35 pounds
caused all sorts of agony on my poor
mechanic.
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So I learned that if you are losAfter the head was finally reing coolant and see no signs of leaks
moved we could see the problem.
anywhere, and the car runs fine, you
Coolant from one of the holes that lets
are probably losing fluid through the
it flow up from the block into the head
head into the exhaust. This is espewas leaking across the head gasket to
cially likely if it mainly occurs when
the exhaust valve. This occurred at
the engine is pulling really hard, like
cylinder #2 where the exhaust valve
up a mountain (increased pressure
for this cylinder is on the side toward
on the cylinder and head). To correct
the rear of the car (valve #4 from
this, first try to tighten up the head
the front). Coolant was entering the
bolts to insure the head is tight against
exhaust port just above the valve seat.
the block. And just don’t put a torque
Here it vaporized due to the heat of
wrench on these bolts and crank,
the exhaust gas and passed on out of
but follow the tightening sequence
the car through the exhaust system.
from the center working toward the
Hence the coolant level was dropping,
ends, and at each stud, remove the
but not leaving any trace of leaking.
nut, double nut the stud and unscrew
The problem with getting the
the stud completely insuring
studs loose from the head
it is not frozen to the head.
also became evident. The
Then replace it, adding a little
coolant had also leaked
anti-seize, put the head nut
across to two holes
back on and then tighten it to
where the studs
the torque required – all one
pass through the
stud at a time. If this does
head and down
not solve the vanishing
into the hole
coolant problem, then
in the block.
it could be the sign
The stud then
of a cracked head,
rusted, expandrequiring much
ed, and frozen
more work and
itself onto the
expense to
head, making
repair. Just get
it impossible to
the studs loose
unscrew and
before tightenpull out. Not
ing them again.
only did it make
Following
getting the
this saga and
head very difour discovery
ficult to get free,
of the trouble,
but it meant
my mechanic
that when I had
was then able to
earlier tried
fix the problem
to tighten the
and then put
stud nuts up
everything back
on the top, I
together again,
was tightening
although we
them against
later discovered
the head rather
than pulling the head down New head gasket in place. the real cause of the leak
was not a gasket and loose
tight against the block. No
head problem, but a hairline crack in
amount of tightening was going to
the head, going from the exhaust valve
stop the leak I was experiencing. The
seat over to the coolant passage. Close
stud that I broke was also caused by
investigation of the head actually
this and not any fault of over-tightenfound two cracks, at both valve #4 and
ing.
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at #5 also. This meant a new head was
required. To remedy this problem, I determined that I had four options: find
a good used head, buy a new cast iron
head, get a new aluminum-alloy head
(with new valves already installed and
seated), or go for the ultimate and get a
new cross-flow type head.
Option 1: Find a good used head
– this was the least expensive route,
but rather difficult. My mechanic and
I were unable to find any cracks in my
existing head. It was only after it was
sent to a machine shop for new valve
seats and they acid cleaned it that
the cracks showed up. They are really
small, not very deep, and it took a fine
eye to spot. From this experience, I was
not sure I could find a good used head
and was afraid I would soon encounter
the same problem. My mechanic said
he could probably find one for about
$200, but would then have to spend
approximately $300 more to check it
and have the valve seats redone and
new valves fitted.
Option 2: Buy a new cast-iron
head – these are readily available from
the part suppliers such as Moss. The
concern here is that a new head will
have the same tendency to crack as my
old one did. I was always very careful not to let the car overheat, yet it
happened anyway. My research has
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revealed that the MGB 1800 engine
head is known for this cracking problem. There is even a saying that “if
your engine’s head is not cracked, it is
only because you don’t know it yet.” I
will go into why this occurs below, but
it did not leave me with a very good
feeling about going this route. This
option would have certainly kept the
engine looking original. Cost would
have been about $800 for the head
with new valves installed.
Option 3: Buy a new aluminumalloy head – this item is also readily
available from the parts suppliers.
The claim here is that this new head
material will not crack as cast-iron will
do, has been redesigned to improve air
flow into and out of the cylinders, and
is much lighter (12 lbs. vs. 33 lbs.. for
the cast-iron). The cost here is about
$1,300.
Option 4: Cross flow head - this
item is also readily available from the
part suppliers, but is a pretty radical
change to the engine as it moves the
carburetors from the left side to the
right side of the engine requiring lots
of modifications to fuel intake, linkage
to the pedal and choke, heater valve
takeoff, and general space changes
inside the engine compartment. It
means a pretty significant change to
the entire engine compartment layout
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to make it work. The benefit here is that this modification uses the same
aluminum-alloy material
which will prevent cracking, and gives a good boost
in power due to the much
improved air/fuel flow into
the cylinders. Cost here is
about $3,500, not including additional labor cost
to make the modifications
noted to make it work.
Of the four options, I Cracked cylinder.
selected number three as
is taking twice the load as the others,
the best for me. The cost was not that
and as an exhaust port, also absorbs
much greater than the cast-iron head,
twice the heat as the two others. This
it gave me all new valves and seats
did not present a big problem for the
which after 115,000 miles I needed
earlier engines, but with the 1800
anyway, it promised to eliminate
MGB engine, the heat in this area gets
the cracking problem, and with the
too great for the head to dissipate and
improved air flow and weight reducthe heat differential here causes the
tion, would hopefully give me a boost
cast iron head to crack. The engine is
in power. This is what I did and had it
not showing overheating as the area
installed by my mechanic.
around the temperature sensor is
On my research on the cracking
fine while the center area at this port
cause, I discovered the problem lay in
gets far hotter. And as it has such a
the design of the MG engine. Going
back to the TC engine, the head for the temperature differential, the cast iron
expands and then tends to crack. This
four cylinder MG engines consisted of
is just where my head cracked and is
five ports on the side, two for the inthe basis for the quote noted above.
take and three for the exhaust. In the
Not a good design and one that does
MGA and MGB engines, these ports
not have a good solution although
were switched from the right to the
between this new alloy head material
left side, but the five port configuraand improved air flow, the cracking
tion remained. This is a very efficient
problem is supposedly now taken care
design as the ports (from the front are
of.
exhaust, intake, exhaust, intake and
So how is the new aluminumexhaust) utilize a rather short passage
alloy
head doing on my engine? I
from the entry into the valves. The
have only put about 500 miles on
two intake ports align nicely with
the new head but so far I am fairly
the intakes from the two carburetors
pleased. There are certainly no coolwhich allow the air/gas mixture an
ant leaks anywhere as I have not had
easy entry inside where it then splits
to add a drop to the radiator, the car
inside each port and easily feeds the
seems to have slightly more pep, and
four cylinders.
everything is running smoothly. My
The problem is in the exhaust.
only complaint so far is that I have
The front port serves cylinder #1 and
had some trouble keeping the valves
the rear one serves cylinder #4; but
adjusted correctly. Perhaps the head
middle port serves as a combined
needs some time to fully seat on the
exhaust for cylinder #2 and #3. These
new gasket and old engine block, but
ports are all approximately the same
things seem to keep moving around
size, as the intake and exhaust have to
slightly. Or maybe the new head may
balance air flow, but this center port
be just slightly more flexible than the
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Gasket created.

old cast-iron one due to it being the
new material that is not supposed to
crack. I get the valves adjusted perfectly, and then 2-3 weeks later I start to
hear some clicking again with them. A
check then shows one or two have had
the gap grow by a .002 or .003”. Reset
them and it happens again, sometimes
the same valve, sometimes a different
one. It does now seems to be taking
longer for the change to occur so
maybe it will go away over more time.
Or maybe the new valves simply need
time to properly seat in the new head
and they keep changing too. I will
continue to drive the car and see how
things go over the next few thousand
miles before I render a final judgment.
Also on the agenda since the
head was removed, which included
the carburetors and both intake and
exhaust manifolds, was to replace the

side cover gaskets. Since we
were replacing these and the
valves up top were removed,
we decided to replace all the
lifters on the camshaft. These
items were all worn from the
long usage and were readily
accessible with everything
else removed; it was a good
idea to do. Maybe this is
also a cause of the valve gap
changing. My mechanic also
wanted to replace the camshaft which was also worn on
the lobes, but this involved pulling the
radiator and timing chain assembly so
I declined to proceed with this.
That is my saga of the head on my
MGB as I made the trip to Georgia.
The car got Ann and me down and
back with no real difficultly, but the
end result of the head problem was
about a $3,000 expense, including
labor and the few other improvements
done while things were all disassembled. Before starting this repair, I
pondered doing the work myself, but
with the problems encountered and
not knowing what to look for, I doubt I
would have been successful in getting
everything back running as good as
it now does. Plus I now know what a
cracked head does, but hopefully will
not encounter one again in this car.
Fingers crossed and keep an eye on
your coolant level.

The Beartooth Challenge
Article and images provided by
Charles & Juanell Brennan
Inland Empire MG Classic Car Club

E

arly in the morning on Saturday, September 15, we fired up
the MG and started our eight
day adventure. Meeting Dan and
Marilyn Vollmer at 8am, we proceeded
eastward on I-90 and caught up to
Gary and Peg High. Unfortunately, the
High’s had a run in with a deer, with
their Austin-Healy, just days before
our departure, so they were driving
an Austin-Honda. Under the circumstance all was forgiven and we pro-

Pair of Beartooth Challengers taking it all on.

ceeded on with the challenge.
The first thing that we did was
make an attempt to cross the Thompson Pass into Montana. We did this
with no problem, so the decision was
made to continue on to Helena, Montana for our first overnight.
The next day was to
hold a pleasant surprise for
us. Dan’s grandfather had
owned a dairy farm just
outside of East Helena. Dan
had contacted the present owners and they had
extended their welcome
to all of us to visit the location. Much to our surprise,
the barn was an enormous
building, having been
constructed in the late
1860’s by masons brought
to the site from Italy. The
building was large enough

The barn that Dan Vollmer’s grandfather built.
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Art work at Custer’s Last Stand.

to hold the dairy herd, the winter’s
supply of hay, and have the milking
stalls downstairs. The barn has been
restored and is now used for social
events, such as the wedding that was
taking place later that day. The house
was also made of stone and is an MG
drivers delight as it was built as an
octagon, with the upstairs finished as

a dance floor – nothing else – just an
eight sided, hardwood floor, dance
hall. Elegant living! The highlight for
Dan was finding his father’s initials
engraved on a window in the bunk
house where he had slept as a boy. We
then continued on to Billings for the
next day’s adventure.
A quick 70 miles had us at the

Lewis and Clark Expedition, William Clark carved his name in 1806.

site of Custer’s Last Stand. The most
impressive thing about the site is that
it isn’t just the one location that we’ve
all seen and known as the “Battle of
the Little Bighorn”. The area takes you
to the site that Major Reno occupied,
where the Indian camps were located,
and the rifle pits that the soldiers had

dug with their mess gear (as few had
shovels since these were cavalry soldiers). The monuments erected, where
the men fell, are scattered over a very
large area.
After spending several hours here,
we traveled northward to Pompeii’s
Pillar. This was used as navigation

The cars in front a beautiful lake in Yellowstone.
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point for the early settlers and on its
side is where William Clark carved his
name in 1806, as he returned from the
Pacific coast as part of the Lewis and
Clark Expedition.
The next morning the real challenge began. Billings to Cooke City is
approximately 120 miles. We planned
on it taking all day – and it did. The
first 60 miles provided an easy colorful
drive to Red Lodge. The next 60 miles
were the fun miles for the MG’s –
switch backs, curves, and steep grades
were abundant. The views are unimaginable! After stopping at several
lookouts we reached the top. Our GPS
said that we had topped out at 10,976

feet above sea level, and with no car
problems, we were all elated!
The journey from the top took us
back into Montana through miles of
yellow and red trees as fall had arrived
with all its splendor at this altitude.
The next morning we entered Yellowstone Park through the East entrance.
Immediately, we became surrounded
by herds of buffalo. Driving slowed
down to about 25 MPH, as we continued to the falls on the Yellowstone
River, then past Yellowstone Lake
and onward to Old Faithful. Here we
met Ray and Carol Peterson and they
joined us for the continuation of our
trip. Unfortunately, for us, the smoke

Charles & Juanell Brennan, Dan & Marilyn Vollmer, and Gary & Peg High.

One of the beautiful waterfalls in Yellowstone.
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from the fires was denser as we drove
south along the Tetons, we could see
the outline of the mountains in the
smoke, but we’ll have to wait for another day to enjoy their beauty.
The next challenge for us was
the Teton Pass into Idaho. We experienced a 10% grade both ascending
and descending. This was the hardest
climb for Dan and his “B”, but they
accomplished it with no problems. So,
it was onward to Driggs, Idaho, for the
overnight stop.
Staring our 6th day, we left Driggs
and traveled to Acro, then on to the
“Craters of the Moon National Park”.
We spent a couple of hours here
looking at the various sights as well
as descending into a lava tube and
traversing through it. Then it was on
to Hailey for the overnight.
While walking to a restaurant for
dinner we discovered a gas station that
only sold gas without ethanol. This
caught our eye and the next morning
we filled up with this fuel. Immediately our gas mileage jumped up 10%.
I went from 25 miles per gallon to 27.5
mpg, the other cars experience like

improvement in their mileage. Something to be said about pure gasoline vs.
the blended stuff!
Our trip to Riggins was interrupted by a bull elk and his four cows. He
stopped on the road, turned directly
at Juanell and I and conveyed the message that the road wasn’t big enough
for the both of us, we gave into his
wishes and allow him to proceed with
his travels.
Riggins was our last night on the
road and was the worse for the smoke.
Numerous fires were burning nearby
and the ash was falling as we arrived at
the motel. The next day the smoke had
dissipated and by the time we passed
through Moscow, Idaho, we were
under bright blue skies and all looking
forward to getting home.
In review, we crossed the continental divide eight times. Drove 1996
uneventful miles, had been through
three National Parks, and had a
wonderful time. The only thing that
we could have wished for is that more
MGer’s could’ve joined us. Maybe
next time!
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CHECKLIST FOR MG 2013
Spruce Goose

11 Sign up on the website: www.
mg-2013.com (What?!? You
haven’t yet! This is an event
not to be missed! Oregon in
July!)
11 Click on regalia and pick
out the perfect items to wear
throughout the year (Not
all styles and colors will be
available at the meet, so preordering is important.)
11 Check out the schedule and
sign up for events of interest
(Tech sessions ranging from
meeting the NAMGBR officers to how to prepare your
car for shows to viewing a
cut-away engine; funkhana;
valve cover races; self-guided
tours to the coast, Evergreen
Air Museum, or Silver Falls
State Park; ladies’ tea with
ONLY homemade treats; the
MG Experience get together;
and a TSD Rallye showing off
our wonderful Willamette
Valley.)
11 Make a schedule for getting
the car in summer driving
condition (Hopefully, this
will be already done. If not,
I know you can find a car for
sale close by or buddy up or
get here in your boring car
and buy an MG along the
way.)
11 Find other MGers who are
heading to Oregon (List is
on the website.) Convoys are
arriving from Independence,
32

Missouri, west (following the
Oregon Trail – do you suppose
the homesteaders wished
they had traveled by MG?),
Vancouver BC south and San
Francisco north. Ingratiate
yourself by carrying multiple
fuel pumps.
11 Check out the webcam of
the Oregon State University
Quad, home of the car show
(Don’t do this at night.)
11 Make a clothing list
11 Scrap the clothing list and
make a parts list: points,
spark plugs, rotor, condenser,
coil, oil, fan belt and appropriate tools.
11 Pack a toothbrush! Better yet,
buy one at the OSU student
store. Great souvenir!
11 Still room for clothes? Bring
some. (We have a luggage
rack. I put my genderized
foot down on tools taking
precedent over clean clothes.
There ARE plenty of shopping
opportunities locally.)
11 Drive your MG every day!
11 Marvel at what a terrific LBC
it is. Wave to everyone who
gives you a thumbs up.
11 Count the days until you
leave for Oregon.
(Hint, it’s July 17-21.)
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18 Months

Article and images provided by Brian Cook
Canadian Classic MG Club

with an MGB
4

2

Photo 2: Repairing the Electrics: I thought it was
fixed. Shortly after getting it home, I discover that
there are a few electrical things that need fixing:
The brake warning light; ignition light, courtesy
light, dash lights & boot light have not been wired
up. A few evenings examining the circuit diagrams
from my Haynes Manual and I see that these
things are not difficult to hook up. Following a few
trips for parts, the remaining electrical devices are
hooked up. No big concerns here. Now, we got
this MGB working.

3
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1
Photo 1; April 2010: After months of searching, thanks to a referral from a member of the
Canadian XK Jaguar Register/Canadian Classic MG Club I finally found it, a 1974 MGB roadster.
However, the mechanic at a local shop tells me some major mechanical repairs are needed to get
this car road worthy. A new clutch, a new master brake cylinder; get the battery and fuel pump
out of the trunk; get the horn to work; plus get the car through Air Care. Following two weeks at
the shop, the day to drive it home is finally here. What a wonderful day!

Photo 3: A battery cut-off switch:
I tell you the battery cut-off
switch is the best accessory of
all. My shop put this in, on their
recommendation, when they
were doing the car. An excellent
suggestion! Whenever I am
working on the car, a twist of the
handle disconnects the power.
Mounted on the side below the
rear bench, it is inconspicuous
yet easy to access. Unfortunately
somehow the plastic handle of
the switch just broke off. With a
piece of scrap oak and a bit of
urethane made a new one up.
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Photo 5: Rain Proofing: I tell you, rain is
leaking in and it is a huge problem. How
is it getting in? At the end of a rainstorm
there is always a puddle on floor. I’ve replaced the windshield wiper gaskets, but it
is still getting in. Lifting up the chrome cowl
vent I notice a layer of muck at the bottom
of the air box. After getting the debris I
see a drain hole which is plugged solid.
With an offset on the end of a coat hanger
attached to my hand drill, I work my way
through the drain. Out the bottom pops a
1/2” screw, a plastic blind fix, and lots of
gunk. Then it gets a good flush of water
from the garden hose and another go with
the drill. VOILA. It now drains like new!!

Photo 4: More Electrical Repairs: Not again! The
head lamps are flickering, plus no high beam. I
fill up with gas and the gauge reads only half full.
The horn fails. Reverse lights fail. Taking a look
at the wiring for these circuits I notice corrosion
on several of the bullet connectors. Bad contacts
- got an idea. Over a couple of Saturdays I cut
out every bullet connection in these circuits and
replace them with old-fashioned soldered splices,
and a bit of heat shrink insulation. It is an easy
repair, and by god it works. All these circuits now
work, and no more flickering!

5
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7
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Photo 6: Sound Proofing: My
shop has replaced the noisy sport
exhaust with a stock exhaust. A
wonderful improvement! It’s got
a great sound. But perhaps a bit
more insulation would reduce
cabin noise a shade. A trip to the
local carpet supplier gets me a
thick layer of wool underlay. Using
the existing rugs as a template,
and a very sharp blade, results
in underlay under all floor mats. I
don’t know if it is any quieter, but
the wool sure smells nice, and the
carpeting is considerably softer. A
really nice improvement.

Photo 9: The upside down lock:
When I purchased the car, somehow
the passenger door lock was
installed upside down. Taking the
lock off the door, I find that this lock
can only be installed upside down.
It must have been made for the
driver’s door, and flipped. I took on
the challenge to take this lock apart,
to attempt to spin the lock 180
degrees. It is actually not difficult to
do. There is a small pin that needs
to be removed then the tumbler unit
can be flipped. It is nice to see it the
right way around.

Photo 7: More to Fix: Getting the
windscreen washer to work has
taken a few trips to the shop. Got
it hooked up with new pump (an
aftermarket pump), hoses and a
water bag. It worked great initially.
However a month later the washer
pump stops pumping; motor spinning but no pumping. My shop
kindly replaces it. Works again.
Postscript: Now, one year later,
the replacement pump has gone;
motor spinning but no pumping.
This time they order me in an OEM
washer pump from Lucas. Can’t
wait.

Photo 10: Improving fuel economy:
The fuel economy of this B is so
terrible. This car is only getting 120
miles on 32 liters of gas. It must get
better then that. I don’t believe the
engine is all correct yet. After lots
of research, I find there are number
of problems: Both carbs are leaking
air, manifold in leaking air, vacuum
advance unit not working, spark
plugs are gapped too wide and
ignition timing needs advancing.
Got step one done: The carburetors
rebuilt Doug Unia, an SU re-builder
in Nanaimo. A great guy - passionate about getting carburettors just
right.

Photo 8: Head lamps need adjusting: A drive in the night reveals
that the head lamps are miles out
of adjustment. Probably never
set. A search on the Internet finds
several sites that explain how it is
done for classic cars. Pull the car up
close to a wall and make a mark
two inches lower than the center of
the head lamps. Then, in the night,
back up eighteen feet from the wall
and on low beam adjust the brightest spots to be on the marks. Got
it done and have been test driving
on some country roads. The head
lamps seem just right to me.
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Photo 11: Improving fuel economy
continued: A new rebuilt 25D
distributor with rebuilt vacuum
advance arrives from Jeff Schlemmer at Advanced Distributors in
Minnesota. Jeff comes highly recommended from hundreds of MG sites
& owners. Jeff has re-curved a 25D
for optimum performance for a
1974 B without the air pump and
has rebuilt the associated vacuum
advance unit. Jeff’s post-sale
involvement is terrific. He always
had time to explain my questions
on vac advance and ignition timing.
Have a great afternoon getting that
rebuilt distributor installed with an
old friend, Don Lines.

9
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Photo 12: Improving fuel economy
the final step: Get the car over to
Silk Cat Automotive in North Van.
They send out the intake manifold be
resurfaced. Points, plugs, valve lash
and timing all set. Ignition timing is
advanced as far as it can go without
pinging under load, which turns
out to be a whopping 20 degrees
BTDC at idle, and the carburettors
are tuned. The test run is wonderful; a very different car. Now it idles
smooth as silk, and takes off with so
much more torque than ever before.
Incredibly, I make it 180 miles of
city driving, before filling up with 32
liters of 91 octane gasoline.
Photo 13: Faulty ignition switch: One
recent afternoon, on my way back
home, upon starting the car I hear
an awful grinding noise. The key
refuses to sit back in drive position.
With force I manage to twist the
key back. The grinding stops and I
make my way home. Once home
the steering column cowling comes
off easily. There are two shear bolts
holding the lock assembly in place,
to prevent thieves from disconnecting
the steering lock. Fortunately mine
have not been sheared. I notice that
the plastic housing of the electrical
portion of the switch has a groove
worn into it, resulting in the sticking
of the switch. A trip to the shop gets
an OEM housing. It works just great.
No more sticking.
Photo 14: Faulty brake lights: Thanks
to a motorist from behind letting me
know, we got another electrical problem: the brake lights are not coming
on. It turns out to be the brake light
switch. A bit of contact cleaner spray
on the plunger does not help. There
are four indents on the metal casing
that can be pried loose, opening up
the switch. The two internal brass
contacts were covered in gunk. They
were easy to clean, and gave them
a buff with some fine emery paper.
Got it all back into the car and it
works as good as new.
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Photo 15: New rug for the back
shelf: Got a bit of time to make that
back shelf look nice. With a bit of
extra carpeting I found it was easy
to cut it to proper shape, and to fit
around the roll bar. However, it does
need an edging. I get the carpet over
to McCrann’s Carpet Finishing in
Burnaby. They have a hundred or so
styles of edging to choose from, and
do a perfect job that looks stunning.
Back to the carpet shop for another
piece of that wool underlay. Cut it to
size and get it in the car. Wow. What
a nice project, and surprisingly, the
car is a bit quieter.
Photo 16: Intermittent windscreen
wipers: I really am not big on accessories. To me, a stock car is a beautiful car. But a recent trip to Europe I
discover a very neat accessory that is
ideal for Vancouver; an intermittent
wiper controller, from Smartscreen
in the UK. The driver sets the sweep
rate by flicking the B’s wiper stalk as
needed. Sweep rate can vary from 3
to 60 seconds. The unit mounts under
the dash, so it is discrete. A two
evening project for me; first evening
was mounting the unit and harness,
the second evening was splicing and
soldering the six electrical connections. It works flawlessly. What a
nice treat for Vancouver driving.
Photo 17: It still leaks: Not quite rain
proof yet. The drips on the floor have
improved, but somehow, there is
still a puddle on the floor at the end
of every rainstorm. Read an article
on how to install a radio antenna, it
says, “To access antenna remove the
splash panel and rubber seal from
under the front fender.” On my B,
on both sides there is a splash panel
with a 1/2” gap between panel and
fender; with no rubber seal. Another
trip to the shop and a bit of grease.
Now, I am sure I have got rid of
those leaks.
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Photo 18: Starter problem: Well,
starter does not turn over. Fortunately it has happened at home.
I check the electrical system. Sure
enough, there is a break in the
ground connection, where the wire
from the starter bolts on to the car
chassis. Upon investigation I discover
the paint in the engine bay has not
been cleaned away from under the
ground screw. Wow. How did it work
up to now? I sand it away and snug
up the ground screw. Incredibly the
B kicks over on first click. Could there
be more connections like this? I don’t
know.
Photo 19: Leaking fresh air vent: Last
winter I couldn’t get the fresh air vent
to seal. Cold air came in even when
fresh air vent was closed. After numerous unsuccessful attempts to seal
this vent, I finally found a solution: A
strap with Velcro attached, screwed
to a point ahead of the vent handle.
With a bit of 1 inch banding, it took
5 minutes to make it with the sewing
machine, and a bit longer to bolt it in
place. Now the vent closes tight. And
it can easily be released to open up
for summer.

Photo 20: Alternator failure: Upon
starting the car the other day, the ignition warning light stayed on while
the car was running. Checked the alternator output, it was faulty and the
battery was failing. As I had to make
a drive of 50 kilometers the next
day for work, I didn’t know what to
do. One garage suggested I trickle
the battery overnight and go for it. I
should be okay he says. Well, got a
battery charger from our neighbor,
which I set for trickle charge on the
B’s battery. Next day I get on my
way 50 kilometers to work, then 50
more to Aers Auto Electric in North
Vancouver. Amazing. It works. I get
there. One new alternator please!
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Photo 21: Another evening’s project:
The console lid just didn’t stay closed
due to a broken clasp. Again, with a
bit of scrap oak, I made a base for
the clasp and bolted it in.
Also, as I often store my glasses in
the console tray, to prevent them
from scratching against the console
retaining screw, I made up a soft under lining with a bit of black felt for
the base of the tray. An easy project
with a sewing machine.

Photo 22: One more evening project:
For me, a coffee cup holder is one
essential item. I made this out of two
strips of aged oak glued together,
then cut to size. Got a 2 5/8 inch
hole-saw bit on a drill press to cut
out the holes. To avoid damaging
the console base, I glued two strips
of Velcro to two rails underneath to
hold the cup holder in place. I tell
you it works great. Every morning it
is gets used.

Photo 23: Restored steering wheel:
The stock wheel was so badly corroded that I bought a new “Tourist
Trophy” wheel. However, after a few
weeks of daily driving I notice my left
hand getting sore. Turns out, the old
wheel had finger grips in the front of
the wheel, to ease the turning of the
wheel. I got to make that old wheel
work. First, a trip to Hudson Plating,
where the rim is bead blasted, then
cad-plated. Then a trip to Lonsdale
Leather for a piece of black hide.
Over the coming weeks, I make and
cut a pattern, then learn about different stitching patterns for steering
wheel covers. It is now all done. Two
wheels, two covers, and two months
later a steering that is just right for
this car.
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Photo 24: Another evening project,
over many evenings: This one took
many evenings and half a dozen
prototypes to get it right. But this
latest version works well. Moss has a
version in their catalogue, but I didn’t
like the idea of breaking the headrest
seal to install the seat belt holder.
A simple vertical cut in the wood
beyond where it wraps the headrest
post, plus a machine screw to lock
it tight, and it works. It really works
just great. No more asking, “Where’s
the seat belt Dad?”
Photo 25: Getting rid of nicks: One
small nick on the drivers door has
now turned to a big chip, plus there
is a tear in the metal above the mirror. Finding a body shop interested
in MGB repairs is not easy. Five body
shops later I end up at a recommended body shop, they take it on
and promise to weld up the rip. The
restoration they do looks incredible.
There is just no longer any sign of a
nick or tear. The side of the car looks
new. Postscript: One month later. I
don’t believe it. The tear above the
mirror has come back. The weld was
obviously not done at all, or not done
correctly. And they are now out of
business!
Photo 26: A fun day project with
my son: For me a wind blocker was
something I wanted to try. With
some scrap window screen mesh,
my son and I spent the afternoon
together designing and building this
pull-over-the-roll-bar windblocker.
What a terrific time we had, particularly during the trial run. It works
terrific. I like is so much I don’t plan
on taking it off. I hope the memory
of making it stays forever.

Proctology 101

sure the car is stable before
proceeding. Never go
under a car held up only by
a jack. Remove the left rear
wheel and loosen the axle
nut by removing the split pin
and breaking the nut loose
while keeping the drum
from turning. Drain the oil

Article and images provided by
Dave Burns
MG Car Club of Toronto

P

roctology is the branch
of medical science that
deals with the rear end.
Sometimes those of us with ’67
or later B’s or C’s that have the
Salisbury, tubed type rear axles
can develop a clunk in our car’s
rear end that is obvious when
you start up, reverse or change
gears. This can be annoying and
is caused by the wearing of four
washers in the differential that
allows excess free play among the
gears and pinions. It is relatively easy
to fix, so if you want to play doctor
(proctologist) some weekend here are
some tips on how to go about it.
The first step is to check the
amount of free play to see if it is bad
enough to require the job. Draw a line
with a marker on the pinion flange
and the differential housing and then,
with the car in neutral, grab the driveshaft and turn it through its free play.
A movement of over ¼” is usually
considered cause for repair. To do the
repair one needs to remove one half
shaft, open the differential housing,
pull a couple of pins, remove the four

Breaking Hub Nut Free.

Bolt spacer.

Handbrake attachment.

Gears and washers.
One happy Passenger: I
tell you, our dog Freddy
sure likes riding in the
1974 MGB.
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gears, replace the 4 washers (2 fiber, 2
copper) and reassemble.
Start by jacking up the rear of
the car and support it by jack stands
at the front of the leaf springs and be
sure to chock the front wheels. Make

Pulling the hub.
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from the differential
by removing the drain
plug and safely discard
the fluid.
Disconnect the
handbrake cable by
removing the split pin.
Remove the drum
attachments, either
the four nuts for wire
wheels or the four star
screws for disc wheels.
Use a large Phillips
screwdriver and whack
the screwdriver with
a hammer to break
the screws free before
unturning. Loosen
off the brake adjuster,
remove the drum and
the hub nut. Remove
the hub by pulling
on it and whacking it
simultaneously with
a hammer. If it fails
to dislodge you may
need to use a hub
puller, I borrowed
one from Canadian
Tire. Remove the cone
washer. Remove the
brake backing plate,
either with or without
removing the brake
line. If you don’t
remove the brake line,
then first take off the
clips holding the line
to the rear axle and
pull the backing plate
out over the end of the
shaft and tie it to the
front of the spring. If
you remove the brake
line you will have to
bleed the brakes on
reassembly. Remove
the hub cap and the oil
seal by tapping the cap
to break it free. Refit
the cone washer, the
hub and the nut to the
half shaft and try to
pull the half shaft and
44

Withdrawing axle and bearing.

Removing pinion pin.

Pinion pin partially removed.

Removing gears.

The split pin.
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the bearing free of the
housing by rapping on
the back of the hub with
a hammer while turning
the hub. In the likely
event that this won’t
work, you can try using 2
threaded bolts with nuts
between the hub and
the housing. Snug the
hub against them and
tighten the axle nut to
pull the bearing and the
shaft out of the housing.
Next we have to
remove the gears and
washers. Start by removing the differential back
plate cover taking care
not to damage brake
lines where they are attached. Rotate the carrier by turning the drive
shaft to provide access
to the 3/16” split roll pin
and punch it out with
a 5/32” punch. Throw
away the pin – it cannot
be put back in. Continue to turn the cage so
the roll pin end of the
pinion pin is facing the
front of the car and use
a punch to drive the pinion pin about 1/2” out of
its housing. Do not drive
it out too much or the
cage will jam the housing and you will be in a
great constipative state
i.e. deep doo doo. Roll
the cage back to the rear
so the extruding pinion pin faces the back
of the car and remove
the pin by pulling on it
with vise-grips tightly attached (they won’t hurt
it, it’s hardened steel). If
you need more purchase
then put a punch or a
nail through the roll pin
hole and work it back
and forth to get it out.

Sometimes this is the
toughest part of the job.
Next remove the four
gears and four washers.
On my car the two fiber
washers had completely
vanished due to wear.
Replace the differential and spider
gears and new washers
into the carrier after
smearing them well
with grease. Be sure
the spider gears oppose
each other so the holes
in the gear line up to
facilitate reinstallation
of the pinion pin, then
replace the pinion pin
so the roll pin hole lines
up with the hole in the
carrier. Open the inside
of your NEW roll pin
(3/16”x 1 ½”) by placing
it in a vise and drilling
out the inside with a
7/64” drill. Drive the
new roll pin into the
carrier and the pinion
pin and put a 7/64”x 2”
split pin through the
inside of the roll pin
and open the ends.
This greatly strengthens the roll pin shear
strength. Reinstall the
half shaft and bearing
into the axle housing by
tapping the end of the
half shaft but first put
the hub nut on the shaft
to prevent damaging
the shaft. Check the
rotation of the cage to

Castellated Hub Nut.

ensure that everything
is turning properly and
then replace the hub
bearing housing cap
after first refitting a new
oil seal and applying
a thin coat of sealant
to the back of the cap
and then tapping it in
place. Reinstall the
Punching out the rollpin.
brake backing plate, the
brake lines and their attachments and then the
hub, cone washer and
nut. Reinstall the brake
drum, adjust the brakes
and bleed the brakes if
required. Reconnect
the handbrake cable.
Tighten the hub nut
Very Tightly and replace
Reinstalled with new washers.
the pin in the cotter
nut and splay the ends.
Replace the wheel.
Replace the back
plate on the differential
housing with a thin coat
of sealant. Refill the differential with the proper
oil. Fill until you can
feel it on your finger.
This is called a digital
Finished! Showing the pin reinstalled. proctoscope. Do not
overfill. Set the car on
the ground and replace
the filler plug after the
fluid has stopped draining out of the hole. This
is a good time to check
the vent on top of the
axle housing to be sure
it is clear. You are done –
bill for your medical fee!
The bearing plate reinstalled.

Proctology exam for fluid level.
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British Leyland 1969 Price List
Article and images provided by
Rob Edwards, wwwmgcarz.com

I

spotted this significant document
in the newsletter from the WindsorDetroit MG Club. I was directed
to Rob Edwards’ website and got his

permission to run it. Rob reported that
in November he was at a swap meet
and saw a brochure he had never seen
before. Inside he found an original
dealer price list from 1969.

Basic B: Rear Differential Cover Plate
Gasket Replacement
Article and images provided by
Simon Dix, MG Club of St Louis

T

his was another new job for
me on an MGB, so I took a few
pictures and thought I’d document this bit of maintenance. The
drips and leak from the rear diff on my
1972 MGB Roadster had been bothering and annoying me for some time
and recently seemed to be getting a bit
worse.
Having parked it in the part of the
garage where the regular cars reside,
and there not being any cardboard
on the floor, I noticed a fairly large
spotting of gear oil. This was enough
to prompt me to take action as I had
bought the necessary gasket for this
job quite a while ago. It occurred
to me that the job would be much,
much easier if the petrol tank was not
installed but equally it could be done
without removing it.
After the fact, I discussed my
approach with John Mangles who
suggested placing the jack stands
behind the rear mount points of the
leaf springs so that the rear differential
would hang lower. Unfortunately I
didn’t have this bit of wisdom before

Leaking gear oil on the bottom of the diff.
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The cover plate fully cleaned up.

doing the job so I probably made this
a bit harder than it needed to be as it
was quite hard to get at the top bolts
and not permanently wedge a socket
and ratchet up there against the petrol
tank – live and learn! I probably need
to repeat this work on the 77 as well so
I’ll try that next time around.
Of course, the first step would be
to drain the rear diff but I’d suggest
making sure that you can remove the
fill plug in the rear diff cover plate
first. I’ve done this a few times and
I find that I can remove the fill plug
with just a 3/8 inch ratchet fitting
inside the fill plug. For the drain plug
it seems a 1/2 inch ratchet does the
job. I’ve read online that using a socket
adapter and grinding it down a bit will
help with getting a good fitting for the
fill and drain plugs but it hasn’t been
necessary for me. If someone knows
exactly what should be used on these
plugs please update me.
Having drained the rear diff, I left
it to drip while I started work on the
bolts securing the plate. There are two
studs used at approximately the 11 and
1 o’clock positions on the plate and
these (on my 72 anyway) are used as
mounting/securing points for a section of the rear brake system hardline.
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Soaking the gasket to expand it.

really clean. I don’t have a wire wheel
or the like so for me it was a gasket
scraper and what felt like hard labor on
one of our very hot weekends. Fortunately for me, 90% of the gasket was
stuck to the cover plate and the actual
main differential was fairly clean. I
carefully cleaned around the back of
the diff having covered the gears and
the area in general with some shop
towel to keep the crud out. This didn’t
take much time and I finished up with
some 320/400 grit sand paper to get
the diff’s mating surface as clean as I
could.
The cover plate was not nearly
so easy! It took some manual labor
and patience but I just kept working
at it to remove the old gasket material
which had attached itself pretty firmly
to the cover plate. If you have a wire
wheel or other power tools this will be
much easier. With most of the gasket
removed I also used the sand paper on
the mating surface of the cover plate
and basically got it as clean and shiny
as possible. I was also checking the
plate for any warping or other problems. I didn’t find any so I was ready to
proceed with the new gasket install.
The gasket seemed to be quite
thick and as I tested it for good fitment
and alignment with the cover plate
holes, I found, as expected, that the

I removed the two nuts that were
holding the brake line clamps in place
and then carefully took the clamps
off the studs. The brake line does have
some flexibility to it but don’t get too
heavy handed with it or you’ll have
more stuff to fix! With these clamps
removed I was able to carefully push
the brake line up and over the top of
the plate so that it rested out of the way
of the cover plate coming cleanly off
the rear diff.
That left me to remove the bolts/
lock washers and the two longer bolts
that were securing the hand (emergency) brake cable compensating lever.
The only tricky ones were the top most
bolts as I didn’t have much room to
work and the deep socket
was a bit too long and a normal socket on a short extension was also too long. In the
end, I used a socket with a
1/4 inch to 3/8 inch adapter
which worked pretty well.
With everything removed
I was able to carefully pry
the cover plate off without
digging into the diff casing
or the plate. A few taps with
a rubber mallet might also
help depending on what has
been used previously to seal
the cover.
Once you have the cover
plate off its pretty much
cleaning time as you want to
get both the mating surfaces A thin coating of gasket sealer on the cover plate.
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the top last.
gasket appeared
With everyto be a bit
thing in place
small. As I have
I proceeded to
discovered in
tighten them
the past, you
all in a crissoften need to
cross pattern to
soak gaskets
get everything
in water for a
nicely snugged
short while to
up and evenly
get them to extight. I then
pand a bit and
got the brake
so out came the
line back up
bowl of water
over the top
and in went
of the diff and
the gasket for 5
in front of the
to 10 minutes.
cover plate so
After the soakI could reating I carefully
tach the line
dabbed off the Gasket installed to the Diff cover plate.
brackets and
excess water
secure them on
with a shop
the studs with the two nuts.
towel and repeated the test fit – perThat just left me to refill the diff
fect!
itself but I decided to wait a while to do
My final debate was whether to
that to give the gasket time to seat and
put the gasket on dry or use some
for the sealer to do its thing. I added
sealer. In the end, I went with some
about a quart of 80/90W gear oil and
Permatex 2B non-hardening sealer on
nothing came pouring out which was
the plate cover itself and then laid the
good and also as I had remembered to
gasket onto this. I didn’t put any sealer
install the drain plug before starting
onto the actual diff mating surface. I
the refill. My car was back flat on the
then moved fairly quickly to get the
ground at this point and so I followed
rear cover plate on and in place with
the instructions to fill the diff until
several bolts before the gasket dried
you start to get the gear oil coming out
out and shrank again. Getting the first
of the fill hole.
one in was a
I’ve driven
little tricky and
the car around
trying not to
since doing this
have the gasket
and everything
move around
seems to be
but I got things
fine and most
started and had
importantly the
several bolts
leak does seem
loosely installed
to be solved. I
to hold everyhaven’t crawled
thing together.
back under for a
I worked
close up inspecmy way around
tion, but the
the plate getting
checks I have
either the bolts,
made seem to
studs or longer
show no more
bolts back in
drips so, hopeplace and dealt
fully, mission
with the two
accomplished.
trickier ones at
All done and ready to fill.
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When a Restoration Can’t Happen
$300, borrowed a trailer
from Bob Figenskau, and
with Diane’s help and that
of Bill Carrow from the
T-Register, dragged it home
over a two weekend period
(there were a lot of loose
parts).
I figured I could keep
Harry at work until I located a welder, and pick up
where the previous owners
had left off. I opened the
gearbox and found a lot of
gunk and corrosion. The
head was a shambles and
the two engine blocks were
The front and rear suspension after pulling them off Harry.
rusted solid hunks. Did I
mention that the car was
Article and images provided by
basically outdoors for the bulk of this
Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group
time? Not even the carburetors were
salvageable. “That’s OK” I thought,
ome of us have been there. We see
“I’ll just stick a Chevy V-6 and a T-5
a project online or in the paper,
gearbox in it.” Business concerns
and we go look it over. “How hard
intervened as the economy started its
could it be?” we ask ourselves. Soon
death spiral, and my company was a
we are forking over some money and
casualty. I started a ‘new-old’ career
hauling a relic home. Reality starts to
as a consulting aviation engineer, and
set in shortly thereafter. Depending on
moved Harry to my sister’s property in
how stubborn we are, or how gifted we
Andover, where, you guessed it; Harry
think we may be, the project starts and
continued to reside outdoors with just
soon, very soon we may reach a crossa weather proof car cover for comfort.
roads. Is this car really restorable?
Six months turned into eighteen and
I had the experience with ‘Harry’
the City of Andover decided to crack
the 1970 MGB/GT that I purchased
down on derelict cars within its City
from an optometrist in Osceola in
boundaries. My sister suggested I come
April of 2007. The optometrist had
and get it.
purchased the car in Rhode Island for
I don’t like to leave people in a
$400.00 and had dragged it around the
lurch, so within a couple of days, Dicountry for 24 years, finally settling in
ane and I picked up Harry and brought
Wisconsin. Before that, the previous
him to Hastings on Lew Palmer’s open
owner had purchased it a year or two
trailer. Why? So Dr. Mike and I could
before. So make that 26 years of sitting
remove the front and rear suspenin pieces, under various ownerships,
sions for one purpose and one purpose
with roughly a $1,000 additional inonly… to put Wire Wheels on Diane’s
vestment for body parts, half of which
1970 MGB Roadster ‘Maggie’. The rear
(and I mean the passenger’s side sill,
axle for wire wheels is narrower than
inner rocker, rear quarter, floor pan)
the Rostyle axle, so making the axle
were installed, with the other half of
swap is the best approach. But would
the pieces in boxes waiting for cutthe wheels even come off after 26 years
ting and welding to commence. I paid

S
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Harry sitting on a dolly.

out naming names (Dave
Braun) a certain TD owner is
probably 33% over invested
relative to what he could get
in a distressed sale of his car.
Yet, you have to consider the
enjoyment factor of the project, the valuable lessons and
skills learned and perhaps
even the saved costs of golf,
movies or trips that might
have been taken if the owner
wasn’t involved in his little
project.
The good people at Abingdon
made roughly 125,000 MGB/GTs and
of those 6,601 were 1970 models sent
to North America. Not that they are
common, but there isn’t a lot of difference between model years, and the
roadsters will always be more valuable than the coupes because that’s
the way car collecting mostly is. The
values of the GTs in restored condition
reflect this, and they may be the most
undiscovered value in the sport car
market. The truth is that the interior
of the GT is more expensive and more
difficult to do than the roadster, and
not all of the sheet metal is common to
both cars. These considerations drive
up the cost of doing a GT. The welding
and bodywork alone to prepare it for
paint would push the price to nonrecoverable status. With no drive train
and interior we can easily discern that
finding a more suitable candidate is
the wiser choice.
Now I have my eye on this blue
1974 Triumph Spitfire on eBay…

of abuse? They did and they looked
great. It was fun, with the snow melting off Harry dripping into my ears,
as I crawled around under the BGT in
Mike’s well-equipped shop. I snapped
one bolt head off (the very first I tried)
and cut off two others, but otherwise
the suspension came off rather easily,
springs and all at the rear and in one
piece for the complete front cross
member. I returned a few days after the
next snowstorm so Mike and I could
load Harry, sans wheels, onto Lew’s
trailer. We left him with Skip’s Salvage
just south of Hastings. It was a surreal
experience watching the front loader
fork going through Harry’s open side
windows, balanced perfectly in air, to
be carried away to his inglorious end.
But when did that end really
come? Perhaps the day that he was
left outside the first time destroying a spare engine and a supposedly
rebuilt one. Or maybe it was the day
that the optometrist repaired one
half of the car, and not the other half.
It might have been the day I bought
him, knowing that his wire wheels
would fit Diane’s car and that the
value in the few parts that were
uninstalled and still recoverable was
more than I was paying. Harry’s saga
can be found on my website at www.
dbraun99.com/mgbgt1970/ if you
want a closer look. The lessons there
are obvious, and it is a great practice to document a car that you are
bringing home in boxes so you can
remember what you have.
We’ve all seen people ‘Upside
Down’ in their car restorations. With- Picking up Harry.
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Tech Talk
John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
John, what do you know about the inner
fender panel – was it painted at Pressed
Steel then added to the car in Abingdon?
This would account for the unpainted
bolts and rubber seal. As far as the sound
deadening paint, examples suggest application as early as 1962 throughout the
production range. Lloyd Faust provided
a 1974 example. What are your observations here?
Our efforts are aimed at perhaps establishing a restoration manual for the MGB
encompassing the years of production
and as many aspects as we can. It would
be similar to efforts by Corvette and
Austin-Healey owners and organizations
such as the NCRS to document authenticity. Would you be willing to become a reference for this effort? It would require email
correspondence periodically as different
aspects of the production are confirmed
and documented.
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter. —Tony Brown
Tony, the cars were delivered to
Abingdon painted with the hood
fitted. My best guess here is that
the splash panels were fitted after
the fenders were fitted, hence the
unpainted bolts (and Phillips screw
at the bottom). This is only my best
guess – I cannot back it up.
As far as the undercoating on the
bottom surface, I cannot tell you
whether it’s rust preventative or
sound deadening. Remember that
those tar like panels were fitted into
the recesses of the embossed floor –
that’s sound deadening for sure. But
the goop on the bottom? I would
guess it to be rust preventative as the
sound deadening was handled on
top. But again, this is only my best
52
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guess.
Tony, you know that I have an
extensive library of factory publications, and most (but not all) of the
confidential service memoranda sent
to the dealers by the manufacturer
(BMC, BL, JRT). So, yes, I would be
pleased to be included in this effort.
Do not forget the incredible knowledge within the British Motor Trade
Association (britcar.org). Thanks for
all your work to ensure that our cars
are original!
John, I’m getting ready to put my 69
engine back in and purchased a late
model OD out of a rubber bumper driver. I
didn’t pay attention to the year, and after
watching your video, I need to recheck
the switches. I purchased replacement
switches from BPNW, as well as a new
‘roller’ throw-out bearing (a part I’ve never
replaced before). I bought two switches - so
my reverse lights will be sure to go on. I’ll
have to fabricate a wiring harness for the
OD unit, and that’s why I was searching
out videos and on line tips.
I want to have the OD on the shifter rather
than the column (I had a 77 and liked it).
The white board drawing was helpful for
understanding the circuit. I know I’m not
the first to do this conversion, any recommendations on where to look for examples
or advise before I confuse myself beyond
all hope? Thanks for your help. I appreciate you posting the videos, they are a great
help for us armature gear heads. BTW
- I’m in Sacramento, CA, and took the
family on a Route 66 road trip this summer and included Michigan, Ohio, and
Indiana. You live in beautiful country!
Thanks again! —Craig Locke
Craig, several comments here: The
rubber bumper MGBs have a speedo
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that is calibrated at 1000 turns per
mile. The 1968-1974 MGBs, chrome
bumper, have a speedo that’s
calibrated at 1280 TPM. It’s far
easier to change speedos than it
is to change the drive gears in the
overdrive unit. Your speedo has a
rounded chrome bezel; the later
units have an angular bezel – they
are interchangeable, too. You can
probably find a speedo on eBay or
from Sportscar Craftsmen in Arvada,
CO.
Your 1969 already has an overdrive
switch combined with the washer
and wiper switch. The OD switch
works fore and aft. When it’s pulled
aft, the YELLOW wire goes hot. This
wire exits the loom at the junction of
the main loom / rear loom / gearbox
loom – all at the rear of the right
hand inner fender. You’ll find it there
in a Lucas two way female connector.
You can use this wire, or not.
To fit the more modern thumb switch
on the gear lever, you’ll need a modern gear lever, the cap and switch.
(How can something used from 1977
through 1980 be termed “modern?”)
Run a lead from the GREEN terminal
of the fuse box (or fuse that Yellow
wire) to the 3-4 lockout switch. Run
a wire from the lockout switch to
the thumb switch. Run a wire from
the thumb switch to the overdrive
solenoid. Now, when you turn on the
ignition, when the gear lever is in the
3rd or 4th gear gate, and when the
switch is ON you’ll have power to the
solenoid. If this were me, I’d not fit
the thumb switch and simply use the
switch already on the column.
Hi John! I’m experiencing a problem with
my Spridget. It will occasionally act like
it has ran out of fuel, stall out, and not
restart. The fuel filter is dry and when I
disconnect the fuel line from the carb and
turn over the engine I get nothing. I’ve
eventually been able to get it restarted
after waiting a while and using starting
fluid! But this has happened multiple
times. I’ve never heard of a mechanical
fuel pump acting in this manner. Your
thoughts? —Bill Rothwell
Bill, I’d forgotten that there is a mechanical pump on your engine. Most
of the cars we see have an electric
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pump at the back. It appears that
the mechanical pump is losing its
prime – that’s from air entering the
system between the tank and the
pump. Loosen and retighten all the
fittings. My experience with mechanical pumps is that they work – or not.
John, I was watching one of the videos
that John made where he was talking
about the 1500cc engine and how the #3
bearing is not lubricated well. He recommended boring out the oil passage to help.
What if during the rebuild the oil passage
was not bored out, what can I do now or
what should I avoid during driving? High
speeds or high revving? —Tom
Tom, Once the engine is assembled
there is nothing more you can
do, save keeping the oil clean and
fresh. We use 20W/50 on all our
engines. Change the oil at least once
a season (in the fall before storage)
and at 2500 mile increments. Watch
your oil pressure gauge – you should
always have at least 60 psi when
you’re running at high speed.
John, I would like to rebuild my brake
master cylinder in a 68 MGB. It is a Beck/
Arnley unit with an oversize bore, .750,
Beck/Arnley no longer makes a rebuild kit
for it. Have you ran across this or is there
a solution short of replacing the master
cylinder? It was working fine when started
restoration three years ago, just thought
I should freshen it after sitting that long.
Hope to have the car on the road by summer!? —Mike Conley
Mike, I haven’t seen one of these
cylinders in a long time – almost
had forgotten that they existed. I
want to say that a firm in California
was doing these rebuilds, as well
as shocks. They’re gone now. They
found it less expensive to bore out
the cylinder rather than sleeving
it – and make up new pistons and
used slightly oversized seals. I believe
your only option is to purchase a new
cylinder. Keep your old cap, though,
if you want it to appear original, as
the cap style changed about 1970
and those early caps are no longer
supplied!
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John, Do you have a video on rebuilding a
Zenith-Stromberg 175 Carburetor? I have
seen the video on rebuilding of the auto
choke but did not find one for the carburetor. —Steve Kirton
Steve, For the life of me I thought
I’d done some YouTube videos on
the main carb, but since I haven’t
got them indexed yet (well, “again”
is the proper verb as I did have a
wonderful index for them several
years ago – but that was lost in a
computer crash and I just haven’t
got around to indexing them again).
You may have already found the one
you needed, but if you haven’t (and
I’ll look, too), I’ll do one up this next
week when Parker comes in.
John, no, I have not found a video on
rebuilding the Zenith-Stomberg 175
carburetor. I also rebuilt the choke like the
video suggested but with the car at normal
operating temperature the coolant hardly
moves the spring compared to when I boil
it in water. What is going on? S teve
Steve, ensure that you are running
a 195F thermostat. Ensure that the
water flow from the head is not restricted -- and that the return line is
open as well. I have found restricted
lines in the past. Remember, too,
that when you open the bi-metal
spring to the atmosphere, the temp
falls considerably, hence the rotation
will seem a lot less than it does when
boiling. Parker will be around today
or tomorrow and we’ll do some work
on the carb body.
John, I note that you prefer to re-arch rear
springs for the MGB rather than purchase
new ones. Understanding that new ones
are hit and miss, I believe that the ones
that I purchased were a miss. Now I’m
contemplating re-arching the old ones.
Can you give the specs that you use on
your springs and any other recommendations on re-habing them.
Thanks, —Gene Johnston
Gene, our spring shop replaces the
second leaf and often adds a leaf
about a foot long. This makes them

just a bit thicker than the originals,
but the U-bolts should still work. The
spring shop is not really forthcoming
with their techniques – there are a
couple of unsavory looking men who
need dental work working around a
huge glowing furnace. They’ve been
rebuilding our springs for thirty
years. That said, according to one
of the big suppliers, even the original factory springs were sometimes
offset. I have run into that situation myself on several MGBs which
still have factory springs. So, make
certain that your springs are square
before sending them out. We can
supply springs, with original clips,
for $375, exchange.
John, I recently purchased a 1973 MGB
that had been sitting for about seven
years. To get to point I’m tuning it up and
it was running before I started just not
good. Anyway when i installed the points
resistor in dist. I’m connecting the resistor
wire over the stud that has the rubber?
bushing and connecting the negative wire
that comes from coil. My question is do
the wires connect there or should there
be a bushing or something separating
then and should they both be touching/
connected to the stud that sticks out of
the points? I can’t get it to crank now and
that’s the only thing I can think of that
I may have wrong since everything else
just has one place to go. Thanks and look
forward to your help. —Tony Byrd
Tony, the small flexible wire from the
spade terminal to the points is called
the “LT lead” or Low Tension Lead.
This should be common with the
ring from the condenser lead, and
common with the spring band from
the points. These three items (the
LT lead, the condenser wire, and the
spring band) must NOT be grounded
through the center stud. The items
are usually stacked from the bottom thus: insulator, spring band,
condenser lead, LT lead, insulator,
washer (where fitted), and nut. Your
error here is very, very common!
The gap on those new points should
be 0.015” to give a dwell of 60 degrees. When you time the engine,
set it at full mechanical advance
– around 4000 rpm. Set the timing
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at 32 degrees before top dead center,
vacuum disconnected. You’ll need a
dial back timing light for this operation or you’ll have to make a new
mark on the front pulley to allow you
to achieve a 32 degree setting.
Hello John, I have a 1964 B with LH
overdrive. The OD functions fine when
cold. After 15 min. of driving, once it’s
warmed up it kicks out, but will re-engage
on a downhill grade or upon deceleration.
Return to level grade or accelerate and it
kicks out. I suspect it’s a hydraulic rather
than an electrical problem. I have removed the solenoid, the low pressure relief
valve and have removed the pump plate
with spring and ball. The plunger/spring
won’t come out but the piston reciprocates
freely when the driveshaft rotates. As per
your excellent videos, I will be washing
out the OD with carb cleaner, replacing Orings, etc. Should I attempt to remove the
pump plunger assembly (it’s stuck and I
am not sure how to free it up) or just wash,
re-assemble, and road-test?
Regards, —
 Robert Derrick
(Saskatchewan , Canada)
Robert, my guess is that the 3-4
lockout switch, located on the remote control assy, is not positioned
correctly and makes and breaks
contact. You can diagnose this condition by moving the gear lever while
the OD is engaged. Pushing the gear
lever to the right may cause that 3-4
lockout switch to make contact. I
have been in some MGBs where you
can engage and disengage the OD by
moving the gear lever left and right
when it was in the 4th gear gate.
The good news here is that you CAN
attend to this switch easily, even with
an LH unit in the earlier MGB, unlike
the 1968-1980 MGBs, because of the
size of the panel bolted to the top
of the gearbox tunnel. That lockout
switch is the least accessible electrical component in those later cars. Let
me know what you found.
John, I have a new battery and new
starter. The car turns over like an almost
dead battery.
Once started its runs fine. Any ideas why
the hard start? —
 Bob Walton
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Bob, the starter motor circuit is
straightforward and the problem
almost always lies with a faulty
connection. Test for a faulty, high
resistance connection with your
12V testlight. First, ground the
testlight to a bolt under the bonnet
(say the bolt holding the coil), and
push the ice pick end against the
starter case. Now you are connecting
ground to ground and no current
should flow. Have your associate
turn the key to start. Does the test
light illuminate? If so, then there
is a faulty connection between the
starter motor and the negative post
on the battery. Possibilities include:
post to clamp; clamp to earth strap;
earth strap to ground; ground to
gearbox (earth cable on the RH side
of the crossmember). The next test is
between the upper connector on the
starter solenoid and the positive post
on the battery. You’ll need a long test
lead here – clamp it to that upper
stud and put the ice pick end of the
lamp into the center of the positive
post. The light will immediately illuminate. Now operate the starter
motor. The light should extinguish. If
it doesn’t, then there is a high resistance between the battery and the
starter motor. Possibilities include:
post to clamp; clamp to cable; cable
to solenoid; and the solenoid. Just to
add some more distress, I’ve found
that one of three rebuilt starter motors just doesn’t make the grade.
John, when it is cold or when my MGB
has not been started for a week or two,
it takes me a bit of time to get it going,
much turning over of the engine via the
starter. The warmer the weather the less
time it takes. During winter weather/
low temperatures, it may take me 2 - 5
minutes to get it started. I have been told
by some other “B” owners that they get,
almost, instantaneous starting regardless
of the weather temperature or how long
their cars have been standing. Hard for me
to believe particularly when I can hear the
fuel pump going strong when I turn on my
ignition. I can also hear it clicking once or
twice during engagements of the starter. I
do have a heavy duty starter. The choke is
pulled out full and I do pump the accelera-
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tor while trying to get the engine going. I
also hold down the clutch when engaging
the starter. Question: Is what I am experiencing starting the car normal and if not,
what should be taking place?
  Thanks much, —Willard Brown
Willard, while the choke may be
pulled all the way out of the dash, it’s
not dropping the jets far enough. Do
a physical examination. Pull the
choke cable all the way out, then
open the bonnet and look at the
jets. There should be at least 1/4”
of brass jet showing between the
plastic jet base and the bottom of the
adjuster nut. There are a number of
reasons the jets may not be dropping
– they might be frozen, the lever on
the inter-connecting link may be
positioned too high in its normal position (it should be 45 degrees below
horizontal); the choke cable may be
worn or the inner cable balled up. I
assure you that if the jets drop 1/43/8” the engine will fire immediately.
John, I’m rebuilding an 80 MGB I purchased in mid-tear down. Many of the
wires have been cut. I’ve been able to fix
most, but am confused about the o/d
switch in the gear shift knob. It’s a red
and green lead and has been cut. I have
no idea what it is supposed to be plugged
into. I can’t find a harness or socket near
the shifter. Does it plug into something
under the tranny tunnel or to something
inside the cockpit? Thanks for all your
help, I really enjoy and have learned a lot
from your videos. —Rick Compton
Rick, the gearbox wiring is confusing
– I’ll give you that! There is a WHITE/
BROWN (sometimes just WHITE) that
begins at the connector at the rear of
the right front inner fender. It’s common with a power wire that comes
from the roll over switch and the wire
that powers the fuel pump. This is an
unfused circuit – VERY DANGEROUS
– so fuse that wire that runs down to
the gearbox. The wire is connected
to the 4th gear lockout switch (the
least accessible electrical component
in the car). The other side of the
switch is yellow. It travels to the TCSA
switch, mounted on the brake master cylinder box. That switch goes

continuous in 4th gear and allows
the manifold vacuum to reach the
vacuum advance on the distributor. It
also travels to the thumb switch on
the gear lever. The other side of the
thumb switch travels down to the
solenoid on the overdrive. Therefore,
the ignition must be on, the car must
be in fourth, and the thumb switch
must be on to power the OD solenoid.
John, I just finished putting a replacement
rebound strap to replace one I put in about
a year ago (it had almost zero mileage on
it). Once I had the car up on stands supporting on the rear axle I noticed that the
rebound strap on the other side had some
slack and the new one I just installed was
already pulled tight (I could hardly get it
to go back in as I had to stretch it a bit to
get the bolts into the frame. Previously
when I replaced both straps the same side
was broken, but I thought nothing of it
because the car was being fully restored.
The rebound straps I bought were the
same length yet the same side broke. With
the jack stands, everything seems level
and so I am puzzled. I thought that maybe
the leaf springs may not be equally set but
this was proven wrong when I supported
the car on the rear axial and all the weight
was off the springs?? Any ideas? Puzzled!
The new straps do not seem to be made of
the same material as the originals – and
they can and they do break before the old
ones would. When the car is up in the air
and the rear axle is not supported, then
the axle obviously falls to a point unnaturally low. This point is controlled by
the arch in the leaf spring and the limiting
nature of the rebound strap. If you told me
that you had just changed the springs on
your Midget, then I would believe that the
arch in the spring is faulty. That’s about
all I can think of. I’ll tell you, though –
we’ve had LOTS of problems with these
new rebound straps. They pull apart very
easily. What to do? Find better straps – or
have the rear springs decambered a bit.
—Name: Walter Szempruch
Question: I watched you emissions video.
I believe the previous owner hooked up
vapor canister and / or crankcase tubing
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incorrectly which I want to fix. The carb
installed is a 32/36 DGAV and does not
have the solenoid for ARO or the optional
port to vapor canister. He connected the
vapor line from the tank to the white fitting under the air filter. He also vented the
crankcase to atmosphere. I’m considering
best / simplest options to make this a better hook-up. From what I read and understand, these are options I’m considering:
1. See if I could get optional port from
Weber and attach vapor line to where they
recommend and connect tappet crankcase
vent tubing to white air filter fitting under
air filter.
(I’m not sure why he connected vapor line
to air filter underside, doesn’t seem right.)
2. However If I continue using PO or Weber installer logic, then I put a “T” to the
air filter port and connect both vapor line
and crankcase line to air filer port.
3. I drill and fit a separate air filter port for
the crankcase ventilation.
In either 2 or 3 above, I’ve read about concerns for oil vapor buildup and air filter
clogging or pooling of oil. (from a tired
engine) Makeshift PCV valves were also
recommended, but I’m not sure I could
pull together oil collection/filter and/ routing system for this. (i.e where to get)
I have detailed pictures and or I can call
anytime if needed, if you were gracious to
respond. We met at the Chicagoland Swap
shop. Sincerely, —Walter Szempruch
Walter,
This carburetter conversion is not
uncommon. When they come in
here, this is the way I connect them:
The center hose from the charcoal
canister is connected to the “L” fitting on the valve cover. This allows
a very small amount of air to enter
the engine. The line from the front
tappet inspection cover is fitted to
the air cleaner. Now that little fitting
on the underside of the air cleaner
does not allow for much air to pass
through. Depending, I sometimes
cut a hole right through the air filter,
force a 1/2 tube or 1/4” pipe nipple
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through that hole and fasten the
tappet vent to it. Now, during operation, the air rushing through the air
filter will place a draft on the hose
leading to the front tappet inspection cover. This, in turn, will evacuate the inside of the engine. That,
in turn, will draw air in through the
charcoal canister.
You will have to close off the hose
from the charcoal canister that used
to lead to the float bowl on the
Stromberg. And, of course, there is
no point in attaching the line from
the anti run-on valve to the intake
manifold since the float bowl is not
connected to the canister.
If you have more questions, bring
them to the Chicagoland MG Club’s
swap meet that last Sunday in February. I’ll be there.
John, what is the best way to lubricate
the steering rack on a 1975 Midget. The
steering is very stiff and I don’t think this
car has been driven much in the last few
years. —Rex Smith
Rex, the stiffness in the steering
could come from the left kingpin, the
right kingpin, the rack, or the column. Offhand, it’s probably not the
column. Make sure the greasers on
each kingpin take grease easily (an
indication that it’s not the kingpin
which has seized). To oil the rack, remove the bolt that holds a grounding
wire right above where the pinion
enters the rack housing. Through
that hole you can fill the rack, slowly,
with 80/90 gear oil. Have your associate rotate the wheel from lock to lock
as you squeeze the oil into the rack. If
you do this operation too slowly you
can overfill the rack, so have your
associate rotate the wheel in three
or four seconds. As soon as the oil
begins bursting back out of the hole,
your job is done.
Hi John, I have just rebuilt an MGB engine. But before I start it up, I always want
to get oil pressure, but there’s none. The
engine has all new parts besides the oil
pump. I have fitted a mechanical oil pressure gauge. Now i reopened the sump and
checked the oil pump and it looks pretty
dry to me, no oil came up the hose for the
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pressure gauge. I pumped about 27 fl.
oz. oil through the hole of the oil pressure
relief valve to fill the oil circuit a bit before
I cranked it...
What did I do wrong? Or should I test a
new oil pump?
—Jozef & Hans (my son) Macken
MG lovers from Belgium
Jozef, the most common cause is the
gasket between the block and the
oil pump. It is easy to fit the wrong
gasket – the one for the three-main
which comes in the kit. It is easy to
tear the right gasket during fitting.
The three-main gasket has five holes
– three for the studs, one for the
body, and one for the output. The
five main gasket has six holes – three
for the studs, one for the body, one
for the output, and one for the opening at the top of the five main pump.
The next most common problem
is the length of the shaft on the oil
pump impeller. The three main pump
uses a shorter shaft, the five main a
longer shaft. So, if you’ve purchased
a rebuild kit for the oil pump and
have fitted the three main kit into the
five main pump, the drive gear (spinning from the cam) and the shaft
from the impeller, do not engage.
It is always a good idea to liberally
coat all the internal oil pump parts
with oil or grease – just so it will create enough vacuum to draw the oil
up into the pump.
You can prime the system by removing the main oil outlet at the rear of
the lock (to the rear of the distributor) – the line that is fitted to the oil
filter or the oil cooler. Pour oil down
that fitting while turning the engine
backwards (pushing the car backwards with the plugs out).
       
John, I have a quick question to ask about
ported vacuum advance on a 175CD-2S.
It’s widely stated that at idle, there is no
vacuum applied to the distributor on a
ported hook up because the throttle disc is
closed. However, once the idle stop screw is
adjusted even a hair to allow the engine to
idle, it opens the throttle disc and applies
vacuum to the distributor...the engine
won’t run with the disc closed. So, even
though the timing may be set at 10 BTDC
with the vacuum line plugged, once the

line is reconnected, timing at idle jumps to
around 12-14 BTDC. Am I missing something? Thank-you, —Jeff Lindsay
Jeff, I can tell you that it’s been a
long, long time since I actually placed
a vacuum gauge on the ported fitting on the Stromberg to follow the
vacuum. I can tell you that the MGBs,
1975-1980 use manifold vacuum on
the distributor (the 1977-1980 have a
solenoid between the manifold and
the vacuum advance unit allowing
the vacuum to reach the carb in 4th
gear only – this is best changed and
plumbed directly from the manifold
to the distributor). The port on the
Stromberg is designed to open the
EGR valve at higher speeds.
Back to timing. I’ve changed the
way I time the MGBs – I now set the
timing at 32 BTDC at full mechanical
advance (about 4000 rpm) with the
vacuum disconnected. When you
refit the vacuum it will pull the idle
timing up to nearly 40 BTDC and
the engine loves it). The distributors
were changed nearly every year after
1967 to help the engines meet emission standards. The BEST distributor
is the 40897 (1963-1967) which was
designed to give the engine the most
power.
Ted, I have imbedded my answers
within your many questions:
Dear Mr. Twist, I am a member of the
MGB Register. I have an August 1973
production 1974 model MGB/GT at the
mechanic for installation of a transmission with overdrive. It is my understanding that the period-correct transmission
is a black label with top fill. Many seem
to say that this is the best transmission,
whether it is period-correct or not, versus
the blue label with side fill. The blue label,
I am told, has some thrust washer problems. I also understand it will only select
fourth gear in overdrive. Further, I am
told the rear bearing in the blue label does
not have a spring clip holding it in place,
which causes problems.
TED – My understanding is that the
color of the aluminum plate on the
bottom of the solenoid indicates
the speedometer ratio. The top fill
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gearboxes are 1280 turns per mile;
the side fill gearboxes are 1000
turns per mile. In 1977, the remote
control assembly (holding the gear
lever) was changed so that overdrive could be engaged only in 4th
gear. This was necessitated as the
TCSA (transmission controlled spark
advance) solenoid was to be operated only in fourth gear. As third
overdrive is nearly the same as 4th,
the engineers simply dropped the
3rd gear overdrive option – except
in the earliest 1977s. Those still had
an overdrive switch which went
continuous in third and fourth – but
there was another microswitch fitted
at the front of the remote control
went continuous in reverse/second/
and forth. Wires in series, the TCSA
switch (and overdrive) would only
work in 4th.
Yes, there is a problem with the sun
gear thrust washer. The original
is often found above the oil pump
filter, broken into two or three
pieces. My guess is that they were
too thin at the get go. My solution is
to fit a much thicker washer to the
housing. We make up those thicker
washers ourselves. The spring clip
in the OD housing, if there is one or
not, is of no consequence as the two
roller bearings are drawn against
each other and cannot be dislodged.
The mechanic is offering me a blue label
transmission with side fill. I don’t know
what year. He hasn’t communicated that
or maybe does not know. He has overhauled/rebuilt it, and claims it will select
overdrive in third and fourth gear. I asked
him if he had bench-tested it. He said no,
it is not necessary. Several sources seem
to indicate it is better to bench-test a unit
and use an oil pressure gauge to see if 400
psi is achieved.
TED – The side fill is PREFERABLE
since you can fill the gearbox without
a lot of difficulty! But – you have to
make certain that the speedo ratio is
correct – chrome bumpers 1280 tpm/
rubber bumpers 1000 tpm. It is best
to bench test these gearboxes, but

it is difficult to set a device to spin
them at about 1000 rpm. 99% of all
rebuilds work just great.
I asked the mechanic to give me a complete
breakdown on what he did that makes
this unit better than a black label, top fill,
and this is what I received from him: Now,
about the difference in the 1967 thru 1975
trans and the 1976-80 later trans. The internet and a lot of books show different 1st
gear ratios. Crap. They are wrong. I have
a friend who has the original 1982 micro
film of the British Leyland factory parts
catalogue (this is what the dealers used
to use before computers) and there is only
one gear for 1st and for the laygear. There
is no difference in gear ratios from 1967
to 1980 according to the factory. In 1976,
they heat treated the gears to a higher and
stronger degree and changed the number
to designate this but nothing else was
changed. They changed the laygear thrust
washers from free spinning to a tabbed
design so the washers do not rotate with
the gear and wear out the inside of the
case as the older ones could. They changed
the material from a solid steel to a bronze
faced steel backing. The bronze is the
same material as used in the Triumph,
Jaguar, and most other British trans. It is
also the same material that NASCAR uses
in their engines for rocker arm bushings.
The rest of the trans are identical. The
overdrives are the same other than the
gear ratios for the speedometer drive cable
and these are interchangeable when the
overdrive is disassembled as yours was.
The only other difference in the overdrives
is the color of the 1 1/2” square cover for
the solenoid. There is no internal differences. With the better heat treatment and
thrust washers, the later gearbox is better.
TED – The note about the hardened
gears has educated me – along with
the note about the non-spinning laygear thrust washers. The note about
the gear ratio is correct, too. All the
gears are interchangeable from 19681980.

Registrars of the NAMGBR
MGB, MGB LE, & 1967 MGB/GT
Special’s Registrar
Ken Smith
P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906 • kensca@cox.net
Midget Registrar
Col. Robert Swetzer
P.O. Box 1145, Red Rock, AZ 85245
(520) 904-3768
RobertSwetzer@aol.com

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith
5 Willow Lane, Farmington, CT 06032
(860) 674 1179
Post Abingdon Registrar
Mark Jones
P.O. Box 1203, 510 Albert Blvd.
Corunna, Ontario, NON 1GO Canada
Phone: 519-862-3763
mowog73@gmail.com

1974½ MGB Registrar
Dennis Taylor
5941 Rounder Lane
Holly Springs, NC 27540
dltpilot@hotmail.com
MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Mike Grieco
701 Verona Ave
Ravenna, Nebraska 68869
(308) 452-3090
E-mail: griecoma@hotmail.com
Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Lloyd Faust
40 Santa Ana Loop
Placitas, NM 87043
mgsrus@kwic.com
MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox
998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
mgsrfun4me@aol.com
100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
JDeagan@aol.com
Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins
2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 676-8888
wlhawkins@yahoo.com

Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query; you can e-mail
him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm
Eastern, Monday-Friday.
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Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads.
Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to mgslime@swbell.net
or 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing and may be edited for content. •Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads
run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable.
The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE

• Our Valued Supporters •

• Our Valued Supporters •

1966 Sunbeam Tiger – Red/Black; two-owner car

(same family). Rust free from California, now North
Dakota. Recently refreshed with new paint, replace/
rechromed parts as needed; new soft top, plus hard
top. A very nice car! $30,000; Jon Masley (701)
330-6883 or https://home.comcast.net/~jdmasley/
MGSafetyFast/Welcome.html		
050613

1971 Midget – BRG/Tan, new paint, new top, new

tires, new carpet and panel kits. Runs great. $6500
– Chuck Demick, (618) 971-8888 or demies@gmail.
com IL				
030412

1980 MGB LE – Black/Black, 86,000 miles;

Overdrive, body in good condition, runs well, new
Robbins top zip-out rear window; garaged, well
maintained, Weber carb, new tires, GT rear springs.
$8500. Karl Schad, (540) 334-2915 VA
1091012

1979 MGB – Red, 2000 miles on rebuilt engine and

carb. New mag wheels on splined hubs, new windshield, and lots of other new stuff. Zip-out back window; electronic overdrive. Runs great, clean, no rust.
Very good condition. All repairs and maintenance
documented. $7000; contact Jim at (217) 417-9012 or
jmzivic@yahoo.com IL
070812

1974 1/2 MGB/GT – Wire Wheels, good glass and
chrome; complete vehicle; very restorable. Will
e-mail pictures; asking $1500. (517) 849-0042 or
dvanwyck@dmcibb.net MI
070812

1970 MGB – Black Tulip with overdrive. Limited

Edition wheels; English Sun Fast top; chrome rear
luggage rack; automatic electric fan; car was stripped
down to bear metal no Bondo found; full tonneau
cover. Speedo reads 34,636; I have put about 4000
miles on the car since it was purchased seven years
ago from Texas. Interior has no sun damage which
makes me think the mileage may be correct but that
no guarantee. Runs well but needs to be used. Would
sell for $6,000 or trade for a decent MGB GT. Con070812
tact MDGIGEOFFREY@AOL.COM SC

Selling or Buying an MG?
Take advantage of NAMGBR’s
Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified
A great way to find or sell that hard-to-find part
or that next project.

WANTED
Experienced Mechanic – Hyman Ltd Classic Car

Dealer has an immediate opening for an experienced
classic car mechanic in St Louis, MO. Please contact
Mark Hyman at (314) 524-6000
or e-mail mark@hymanltd.com
MO
030413

Wanted 1967 or older MGB roadster (or Canadian
1968 MGB with metal dash). Looking for a preserved
or restored example or a blend of the two. Would
consider a stalled restoration. I would prefer a car that
has been kept or redone as original-spec or close to it.
Don Scott - tartanredmgb@gmail.com or call (707)
942-0546 CA 			
050613

PARTS FOR SALE
Weber Intake Manifold - Cannon single, side-draft
Weber carburettor manifold for MGB. Contact Keith
Feldott (269) 355-3427 MI		
030413
NOS Lucas Switches – Fan switch for 1972-1976
MGB Part # 39915,Hazard switch for 1973-1976
MGB Part # BAU1088, Brake Failure Light Switch
Part # 39212 for 1972-1976 MGB. $30.00 each plus
$5.00 shipping. John Morris jmo3449456@aol.com
or (954) 895-1163 FL 		
030413
Custom MGB Windshield - New chrome plating

on a refurbished frame. New Moss Triplex glass
assembled in the frame with a new seal. $995/MGB;
$985/Midget plus shipping. MG Dash - New Moss
face dash pad kit installed over a refurbished frame
- MGB 68-71 and MGB 72-76 - $785 plus shipping.
Roger at (763) 420-8159 or rljlolson@embarqmail.
com or MN@comcast.net MN		
030413

1967 MGB project cars - Two 1967 MGB Raodsters. One original parts car and one 75% complete

car built from a new British Racing Green, Heritage
body shell. Professionally modified cowl. Suspension
and chassis is complete with new or rebuilt parts including coil over front suspension. Wiring and brake
lines are complete. New heater assembly, brake cylinders, calipers, fuel pump, gauges, etc. Most parts for
completion, many new, including disassembled high
performance engine with Piper fast street cam & kit,
balanced crank. Engine currently at engine builder.
Nissan 280 5-speed. Photos on request.
$12,000 OBO. Located in OH. Paul Derov
(440) 552-9754 or pderov@roadrunner.com
030413

Midget Parts - convertible top with hardware (new)
1975-79; front rubber bumper (new); luggage rack
(used); seat belts 2 (new - 1975-79); dahs with gauges/
switches (used - good condition). Call for prices.
Jack Johnson, (386) 574-6147 FL
070812

Where 2 ‘B

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the
MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2012

• July 17-21.......... MG 2013, Corvallis, OR • www.mg-2013.com
• Aug 15-16......... Grand Lake Tour, Grand Rapids, MI • kgrowler@aol.com
• Aug 15-18......... UM Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI • www.universitymotorsltd.com
• Aug 23-25......... British Marque Triathlon, Hancock, MA • www.britishmarque.com
• Aug 25.............. Taste of Britain, Lancaster, PA • www.lancomgclub.com
• Aug 27-29......... Road Race Reunion, Put-in-Bay, OH • www.pibroadrace.com

• Apr 26-28......... The Mitty, Braselton, GA • www.classicmotorsports.com

• Sept 1................ British Car Show, Kansas City, MO • www.kcallbritish.com

• Apr 27.............. Play Day VI, Katy, TX • www.houstonmgcc.com

• Sept 8................ Bonnets to Boots, El Segundo, CA • www.automobiledrivingmuseum.org

• Apr 28.............. Rolling British Car Day, San Diego, CA • www.sandiegomgclub.org

• Sept 8................ British Car Show, Chicago, IL • www.britishcarunion.com

• Apr 28.............. Britain on the Green, Mason Neck, VA • www.capitaltriumphregister.com

• Sept 20-21......... British Car Show, St. Louis, MO • www.stlouismgclub.com

• May 3............... British Bash, Lexington, KY • www.sterlingbritishmotoringsociety.org

• Sept 21.............. British Car Show, Newburgh, IN • www.sirbrit.com

• May 4............... Britfest, Succasunna, NJ • www.mgccnj.org

• Sept 28.............. MGs on the Rocks, Bel Air, MD • rgl2mgbgt@aol.com

• May 5............... Get the Dust Off Rally, Baltimore, MD • lucas2mg@yahoo.com

• Sept 28.............. Autumn in the Mountains, Hendersonville, NC • www.bccwnc.org

• May 5............... British Car Show, Solon,OH • www.neoahc.com

• Sept 29.............. British Car Roundup, Fresno, CA • www.valleybritish.org

• May 10-12......... Springtime in the Smokies, Townsend, TN • www.blountbritishcars.org

• Oct 5................. Fall Out 2013, Winona Lake, IN; www.nilbmc.org

• May 10............. Springtime in the Smokies, Townsend, TN • www.blountbritishcars.org

• Oct 5-6 ............. British Car Show, San Diego, CA • craig.m@roadrunner.com

• May 16-19......... MG Vintage Racers Focus Race, Summit Point, WV • www.mgvr.org

• Oct 19............... British Motor Expo, Katy, TX • www.houstonmgcc.com

• May 18............. British Meet at the Market, Dayton, OH • www.britishcarmuseum.org

• Oct 28-Nov 1.... GOF West, Carefree, AZ; www.gofwest.org

• May 18............. British Classic, Raleigh, NC • www.ncmgcarclub.org
• May 18............. Rallye for a Cure, Hartford, CT • wrighttheelder@gmail.com
• May 19............. British Car Day, Columbus, OH • www.buckeyetriumphs.org
• May 29............. British Car Week Meet, Hot Springs, AR • www.britishcarweeknationalmeet.org
• May 30-June 1.. British Car Festival, Bloomington, IL • www.cbcf-bloomington.com
• May 31-June 2... British Bash, Louisville, KY • www.britishbash.com
• June 1............... Cars of England, Westtown, PA • www.dvtr.org
• June 2............... Red Mill British Car Day, Clinton, NJ • 908-713-6251
• June 2............... MGs by the Bay, Danville, CA • www.mgocsf.org
• June 2............... Return to Ft. Meigs British Car Show, Perrysburg, OH • www.lebcc.org
• June 7-9............ Rallye Goodwood Springs, Arvada, CO • www.mgcc.org
• June 7............... Heartland MG Show, Independence, MO • www.heartlandmgregional.com
• June 8............... Touch of England, HoHoKus, NJ • www.njtriumphs.org
• June 9............... British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, PA • www.keystonemg.com
• June 10-14........ NAMGAR GT-38, Ashville, NC • www.namgar.org
• June 14-16......... Ohio Spring GOF, New Philadelphia, OH • tjscott48mg@gmail.com
• June 16............. EuroCar 2013, Cazenovia, NY • www.mgcarclub.com/cny
• June 23............. British Car Show, South Bend, IN • www.michianabrits.com
• July 10-13.......... AMGCR Convention, Indianapolis, IN; www.mgcars.org.uk/amgcr
• July 14.............. British Invade Gettysburg, Gettysburg, PA; www.lancomgclub.com
• July 15-19.......... GOF Central, St. Charles, MO

Having a great time at the Evergreen Aviation & Space Museum in McMinnville, Or. from the left is our
Regalia Chair Connie Wyckoff, Chairman Richard Liddick, Kim de Bourbon, Treasurer Dave Mullen,
past Secretary Denny Elimon, Tony Burgess, Vice-Chairman Jeff Taylor, Secretary Bruce Wyckoff.
Behind them is Howard Hughe’s Spruce Goose, the scale model.
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